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ABSTRACT
This

dissertation

details

the

results of a research program aimed

theoretical
at finding

and

experimental

practical ways to

transfer energy repetitively from an inductive energy store to various
loads.

The objectives were to investigate and develop the high power

opening

switches

repetition-rate

and

transfer

circuits

needed

to

enable

operation of such systems, including a

high-

feasibility

demonstration at a current level near 10 kA and a pulse repetition
rate of 1-10 kpps with a 1-ohm load.

The requirements of nonlinear,

time-varying loads, such as the railgun electromagnetic launcher, were
also addressed.
Energy storage capability is needed for proper power conditioning
in systems where the duty factor of the output pulse train is low.
Inductive energy storage is attractive because it has both a high
energy storage density and a fast discharge capability.

However, to

transfer energy from a coil or inductor to a load, an opening switch
must be used to interrupt the current and insert the load into the
circuit.
storage

The switch must carry the large coil current during the
time, interrupt

the current, and

then withstand

the high

voltage generated by the coil current flowing through the load.

The

opening switch problem is difficult enough for single-shot operation
in many

applications,

but

it

becomes

formidable

when

repetitive

operation is required.
By producing a pulse train with a peak power of 75 MW at a pulse
repetition rate of 5 kpps in a one-ohm load system, this research
program was

the first

high-repetition-rate

to demonstrate

operation

of

an

fully-controlled, high-power,
inductive

transfer system with survivable switches.
by using triggered vacuum gap switches as
opening

switches

and

developing

several

circuits using the counterpulse technique.
iv

energy

storage

and

Success was made possible
repetitive, current-zero
new

repetitive

transfer

A detailed analysis of the

switching and transfer process was made and the dependency of the
output

pulse

risetime on specific

Finally, repetitive
developing

railgun

load

operation

conditions was

was

new transfer circuits capable

enabled
of

(in

recovering

remaining in the load inductance after each output pulse.

determined.
theory) by
the

energy
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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION

At the 1963 Pulse-Power Conference, sponsored by the Institute
for Defense Analyses, H. C. Early presented a paper [1] describing the
principal issues concerning inductive energy storage (lES) systems (in
which energy is stored in the magnetic field of an inductor or coil).
In reviewing the results of over five years of experience as one of the
pioneers in lES systems, he stated that magnetically stored energy is
best adapted to applications with pulse requirements of a few milliseconds but "if a new technique for fast circuit interruption could be
devised, representing a major breakthrough from present methods, then
inductively

stored

energy might also

be economically

feasible

generating high-power pulses in the microsecond range,"

for

Twenty years

later, with the results of the research forming the basis of this
dissertation,
systems.

that

breakthrough

has

been

achieved

This research program demonstrated

for

repetitive

the first, fully con-

trolled, high power, high-repetition-rate operation of an inductive
energy storage and transfer system with a high impedance load using
survivable switches.

The keys to success were developing ways to pro-

duce repetitive current zeroes in the opening switch using the counterpulse technique and using fast recovery, triggered vacuum gap (TVG)
switches as repetitive current-zero opening switches.*

Further sig-

nificant contributions to the field include a detailed analysis of the
switching and transfer process for the counterpulse

technique, the

development of a number of new repetitive energy transfer circuits, and

*NOTE:
Designation of brand names or manufacturers in this
dissertation does not imply endorsement of products by the University
of California, Los Alamos National Laboratory, or the US Government,
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the proposal of new switch concepts (the triggered vacuum interrupter
and the rod array TVG used with an axial magnetic field).

Several of

the new circuits have the capability to recover the energy remaining
in the load inductance after each load pulse, resulting in greatly
improved system efficiency.

Purpose and Scope
This dissertation details the theoretical and experimental results
of a research program aimed at finding practical ways to transfer
energy repetitively from an lES system to various loads.
objectives were to investigate and develop

The research

the high power opening

switches and circuits needed to enable high-repetition-rate operation
of such systems.

The technical goals included providing a feasibility

demonstration of repetitive energy transfers from an inductive store to
a 1-ft load at a peak current of 10 kA and a pulse repetition rate of
1-10 kpps.

While most of the program, including the pulse-train feasi-

bility demonstration, addressed the requirements of repetitive energy
transfers to a 1-ft resistive load, some effort was directed towards
the needs of low impedance systems, such as the repetitive railgun
electromagnetic launcher.

The latter effort included computer modeling

of the nonlinear, time-varying

railgun load and the design of new

energy transfer and recovery circuits capable of achieving essentially
twice the operational efficiency attainable by previous circuits.

Motivation
Many applications requiring power in the form of a train of high
power pulses are emerging from major programs within the Department of
Energy (DOE) and Department of Defense (DoD) communities [2-5].
include

repetitively-pulsed

lasers

and

particle

accelerators

These
for

industry, nuclear fusion, and defense; impulse radiation sources for
nuclear-weapons-effects

simulation;

intense

microwave

sources

for

weapons and weapons-effects simulation; high power radar; and induction
heating systems.

The importance of the many applications and the lack

of a suitable technology to meet these needs led the US Army Research
Office to sponsor a series of workshops addressing these problems at
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Tamarron, Colorado [5-8],

Table 1-1 gives a comparison of the pro-

jected needs of several representative applications and is adapted
primarily from the proceedings of the 1981 Tamarron Repetitive Opening
Switch Workshop [5], Pulse requirements for the various applications
cover a wide range:

kiloampere-megampere currents, kilovolt-megavolt

voltages, nanosecond-millisecond pulse widths, and pulse repetition
rates of l-to-30,000 pulses per second (pps).
For systems where the output duty factor (ratio of pulse width to
pulse interval) is low, the average power required in a pulse train is
an equally low fraction of the peak power in the pulse. Fig, 1-1,
Rather than use a power supply rated at the peak pulse power,

P„„.T,»

to

rtiAK

drive the load directly, as shown in Fig, 1-2(A), it is generally more
practical, perhaps even mandatory, to use a much smaller power supply
rated at the average pulse train power, Pyvvr* ^^^

^^ energy storage

system capable of storing the energy of at least one output pulse, as
shown in Fig, 1-2(B),

The energy store is charged by the smaller power

supply, rated at PAyr' during the interval between pulses and then
discharged to give the required peak power, P„„.„, to the output pulse,
PEAK
An alternative mode of operation is to charge the energy store with the
total energy of a train of pulses and then recharge it between pulse
trains.

This requires a larger energy store but may allow for a much
TABLE 1-1

Application
(units -•)

Directed Energy
Weapons
Adv, Test Accel,

TYPICAL APPLICATIONS
Voltage
Current
Rep. Rate
(MV)

(MA)

Load Type

Pulse Energy
(MJ)

(kpps)

,1-1

.01-,1

10

C

,002-.5

,5

,2

.001-10

L

100

Lasers

,01-,1

,001-,03

.Ol-.l

R or C

EM Guns

,002-.02

,1-5

.001-.05

R &L

3

,1

,01

C

.1-3

.01

,1

C

,l-.5

Mod, Betatron

,001-,04
5-500

Other
Inertial Fusion
EMP Simulator

1-5

PPEAK

PULSE WIDTH

•PULSE INTERVAL-

PAVG—

Fig,

1-1,

Typical repetitive pulse train illustrating the
difference between peak and average power.

PPEAK

POWER SUPPLY

PAVG

Fig,

1-2,

ENERGY
STORE

PPEAK

(A)

(B)

Simplified block diagrams of pulsed-power systems
comparing a power supply rated at the peak pulse
power (A) and a power supply rated at the average
power in a pulse train (B) to illustrate the need
for energy storage.

smaller power supply.

Therefore, energy storage and transfer systems

are important, not only for their potential savings in overall system
size, weight, and cost, but also because the enormous peak power requirements of many pulsed power applications make power supplies rated
at the peak pulse power completely impractical.
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The energy storage systems generally used are capacitive, inductive,

chemical

(batteries

(rotating

machines, possibly

and

high

augmented

explosives),
with

and

flywheels).

inertial
The

main

considerations in comparing these systems are energy storage density,
storage losses, charge and discharge rates (which in turn determine
the minimum energy transfer times and the peak power capabilies), and
scaling laws (cost, size, etc.).

Table 1-2 and Fig. 1-3 show a com-

parison of these storage methods, based on papers by Nasar [2] and by
Rose [3]. High explosives have the highest energy density and a short
energy-release time, but they are limited to single-shot capability
and require auxiliary equipment for generation of electrical energy.
Batteries have a high energy storage density but a low power capability, requiring long charge and discharge times.

Inertial storage

has a high storage density and a moderate power capability.

Capacitors

have the highest discharge capability but a low energy storage density.
Only inductive storage has both a high energy density and a high
electrical power capability.

Inductive storage also has a decreasing

ratio of cost per unit energy as size increases (due to the effect of
mutual inductance as new turns are added) and can be made essentially
lossless with superconducting

wire.

Because non-superconducting

or

normal coils are a "lossy" storage medium, energy must be stored in
such coils for times less than about one L/R time constant (where L is
the coil inductance and R is its resistance) or else the coil itself
will dissipate too much energy to be practical [9]. The need to charge
a normal coil quickly requires that the power supply be much larger

TABLE 1-2
COMPARISON OF ENERGY STORAGE METHODS

Storage Device

Energy Density

Energy/Weight

Cost

Typical Transfer

(Units

(MJ/m^)

(J/kg)

(6/J)

Time

Capacitors

^)

.01-1

10-25

VIS

1-10

ys to ms

.003

minutes
ys

Inductors

3-40

300-500
2
3
10 -10

Batteries

2000

10^

Explosives

6000

5x10^

.0001

Flywheels

400

loSo^

.1-10

second s

10-6
CAPACITORS
HIGH
EXPLOSIVES

ll0-3
NORMAL

„^^'^'*^'''
CONDUCTING
INDUCTORS

C3
OC
<

S2

1
ROTATING f Y f ? T )
MACHINE R V M i j ^

<
CJ

I'h

10+3

BATTERIES

10+6
0.1

F i g . 1-3.

±
10
100
103
ENERGY DENSITY (MJ/m3)

104

Comparison of various energy storage methods.

than for other storage systems and makes the prime power unit about
equal in significance to the coil in such systems.

Nevertheless,

normal-coil systems are still receiving considerable attention—partly
because of the ease with which the coil can be charged from a low-loss,
high-energy-density inertial store and partly because of the attractive
compromise offered by liquid-nitrogen-cooled aluminum coils.
Finding practical ways to implement lES systems and to capitalize
on their advantages has challenged researchers for many years. Notable
advances have recently been made in the use of lES systems to generate
high power pulses.

Record current and power levels have been attained

in the SHIVA project at the Air Force Weapons Laboratory, where fuses
were used to interrupt the discharge current from a 5-MJ capacitor bank
at the peak level of 30 MA, resulting in the transfer of 14 MA to a
resistive load at a peak voltage of about 200 kV [10].

Another im-

portant application of lES is the Tokamak Fusion Test Reactor (TFTR),
Vacuum interrupter switches are used to break a current of 24 kA in
the ohmic-heating circuit to create a 25-kV voltage pulse which is

7
coupled to the plasma, ionizing and heating it

[11-13],

Repetitive

pulse generation from lES to a very low impedance load has been demonstrated at moderate power levels and repetition rates (about 1 MW and
60 pps, respectively) by researchers at lAP with a rotary mechanical
opening switch [14], Record power levels during repetitive operation
were attained by researchers at the Naval Research Lab using an explosive opening switch and a staged array of fuses to produce a train
of 3-5 pulses at peak power levels of 2,6 GW (35 kA at 75 kV) and an
effective pulse repetition rate of about 50 kpps [15],
The most demanding requirements for lES are evolving from future
operational systems with moderate to high impedance loads requiring
high power pulses at repetition rates ranging from about 100 pps to
tens of kpps.

Such systems will further require high reliability, good

lifetime, and ease of maintenance.

Some systems may have to be porta-

ble, requiring minimum size and weight.
operational, efficient

Before such systems can become

transfer circuits and high-power, repetitive

opening switches that are reusable and reliable need to be developed.
Both of these requirements were addressed by the research program for
this dissertation.
The switching methods described above do not have much potential
to meet these difficult requirements.

Fuses are impractical because

of the large number required (one for each output pulse) and the need
to insert them into the circuit rapidly between output pulses.

Rotary

mechanical

(about

switches have limited voltage holdoff

capability

100 V demonstrated and a few-to-10 kV projected) and limited repetition
rate capability.

The vacuum interrupter switch has good high-voltage

capability (a few tens of kV per unit) but will be limited by its
mechanical operation to a repetition rate of about 10-20 pps.

Approach
Successful implementation of a high power, high-repetition-rate
lES system required a fresh approach to solving the problem.

The work

of many previous researchers in such fields as switching, high power
modulators, and inductive energy storage provided the foundation for
the research for this thesis.

Consideration of the reasons for prior

8
successes and failures and a detailed
high-repetitlon-rate

potential

study of several methods with

helped

determine

the

course

this

research program should follow.
Figure 1-4 shows a simplified schematic of a repetitive-pulse lES
system; the idealized waveforms of its operation are shown in Fig. 1-5.
With switch
L^

S^

closed, power supply PS energizes the storage inductor

to a peak current of I^.

produced

by

the

repetitive

The train of pulses at load
opening

and

closing

of

R^

switch

is then
S^.

The

transfer circuit must be quite efficient because the cumulative effect
of losses during repetitive operation can be detrimental to reliable
switch operation.

The first approach that comes to mind when trying

to solve the repetitive opening switch problem—and that taken by most
researchers in the fl^ld—is to develop switching methods that exhibit

Si

Fig. 1-4,

RL

Simplified schematic of an inductive
energy storage and transfer system
with a repetitive opening switch.

COIL CURRENT
—

<

>

•

LOAD
VOLTAGE PULSES

f
Fig, 1-5,

•CHARGE

{-PULSE SEQUENCE-|—RECHARGE—

Typical waveforms of ideal operation of a
repetitive-pulse inductive storage system.
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a high degree of control over the switch impedance and that operate
quickly.

With a rapid rise in switch impedance, the switch voltage

rises rapidly and forces the current to transfer to the load.

As will

be discussed in Chapter II, the first problem with this method is the
operational penalty associated with the transfer process which requires
the opening switch to dissipate an amount of energy related to the
inductances of the load and of the switch itself.

Second, the switch

must recover immediately after absorbing this energy and while being
stressed by the high voltage developed at the load.

Third, because

operation is required at high repetition rates, the switch must recover
rapidly

following

generally
motion.

cannot

conduction.
depend

upon

Therefore,
any

the

mechanisms

switching
involving

operation
mechanical

Finally, because efficiency and scaling are important, any

auxiliary equipment required to effect switch operation must not dissipate much energy or be a significant fraction of the total system size.
Furthermore, as stated on p, 16 of reference [5], it is important from
an engineering viewpoint to reduce the system complexity by requiring
that the energy required to effect the opening switch operation be
resupplied

from

the

inductive

store

itself

rather

than

from

any

auxiliary equipment.
The research program for this thesis was not tied to the specific
requirements of any particular application and explored the problem in
general terms.

The first step was to separate the switching problem

from the load pulse requirements.

The primary job of the opening

switch is to interrupt the circulating short-circuit current in a reliable manner at high repetition rates.

Intermediate power condition-

ing can then be used to produce the proper load pulse while reducing
the demands on

the

opening

switch.

Placing

the

requirements

for

current interruption and pulse conditioning on the same element—the
opening switch—was too much to ask for considering the current status
of switching technology.

The second step was to separate the switch

problem of long conduction time during the coil charging period from
the switch problems related to rapid current interruption at high repetition rates.

By finding or developing switches to solve these two

problems separately, and then placing such switches in parallel, the
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total problem can be solved.

The third step was to consider the oper-

ation of various switch types and the fundamental energy-flow relationships for transfer circuits using them.
Only two types of switches—both requiring a current counterpulse
for switch opening—appear to have any near-term potential to meet the
requirements for a high power, high-repetition-rate

opening switch.

These are solid-state silicon controlled rectifier (SCR) switches and
triggered vacuum
economics

and

switches.

their

Vacuum switches were chosen because of

demonstrated

single-shot

performance.

Vacuum

switches can conduct large currents in a diffuse arc mode with low arc
voltages and yet recover rapidly to high voltages after a short time
of zero current [16,17].

However, rather than go through a development

program to build a triggered vacuum interrupter, either at Los Alamos
or in industry, a hybrid arrangement consisting of a vacuum interrupter
(for the coil charging duty) in parallel with a triggered vacuum gap
(for the high-repetition-rate duty) was used.
Producing

a burst of lO-kA, 10-kV load pulses at

a

rate of

1-10 kpps from an inductive store was established as the technical goal
to provide a reasonable challenge and focus for the experimental part
of this program and to address the needs of applications discussed at
the Tamarron Repetitive Opening Switch Workshop [5].
These technical goals were achieved in two separate tests (but not
all simultaneously),

A double-pulse demonstration at an effective

pulse repetition rate of nearly 7 kpps produced lOO-MW (peak) pulses in
a 1-ohm load.

Full burst-mode operation at a peak power level of 7 5 MW

with the same load was achieved using a new repetitive counterpulse and
transfer circuit to produce a burst of 7 pulses at a peak current of
8.6 kA and a pulse repetition rate of 5 kpps [18,19],

This was the

first demonstration of fully controlled, high-power, high-repetitionrate operation of an inductive energy storage and transfer system with
survivable switches.
Finally, by using a type of switch originally developed for commercial ac duty—the rod array triggered vacuum gap switch [20]—the
circuits developed during this program would have the potential to
operate in the 100-kA, 100-kV, 1-kpps range.

Successful operation at
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these levels (about 10 GW) would make inductive energy storage and
transfer

systems

serious

contenders

for many

of

the

pulsed

power

systems of the future.

Review of Previous Research
The history of the research and development of inductive energy
storage for large-scale, pulsed-power applications goes back for over
25 years.

It covers the development

of

the first

basic systems,

fundamental circuit and system analysis, and a large amount of work on
components, such as switches and superconducting coils.

This section

reviews the early work and highlights the major advances.

In-depth

treatment is deferred to a number of excellent review articles.
The pioneering work in the field of inductive energy storage and
transfer was done by H. C. Early and R. C, Walker at the University of
Michigan and first reported on at the 1956 Winter Power Meeting [21],
In their first readily available paper (1957) [22], they compared the
methods of energy storage and showed that the methods are basically
complementary rather than competitive, divided naturally by their minimum discharge periods:

microseconds for capacitors, milliseconds for

inductors, seconds for rotating machinery, and minutes for batteries.
They were the first to make the important observation that while the
cost of capacitors varies linearly with the energy stored, the cost
per unit energy for inductors becomes cheaper as size increases.

The

reason for the latter is that, to first order, the inductor's cost increases in proportion to the number of turns N but its energy storage
2
capability increases in proportion to N . They also pointed out that
the need to charge the coil quickly (to achieve good efficiency) leads
to large power supply requirements and that a proper balance must be
achieved between the cost of the coil and of the power supply.

They

mention the attractiveness of homopolar generators as well as rotating
machines with flywheels as possible charging supplies.

They built a

1-MJ inductive store operating at 5.2 kA and having a 2.5-s decay time
constant.

The system used a fast mechanical opening switch in parallel

with a fast-acting fuse,

A spark gap prevented the premature flow of

load current by isolating the load until the voltage generated by the
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fuse opening switch reached 50 kV.

They were the first to propose and

use a transformer around the inductive store to obtain very high load
currents (over 500 kA) [22,23].

They were the first to propose the

"inductive Marx" scheme—charging coils in series from a single power
supply and discharging them in parallel to single or multiple loads
[23].

In 1965, Early and Martin developed a pulse-sharpening scheme

whereby an opening switch interrupted a capacitive discharge at the
peak current, forcing the current to transfer to the load rapidly to
create a high di/dt pulse [24].
The first

published

analysis

of

the

circuit

behavior of

lES

systems appears to be by Mills of Princeton in 1956 [25]. He gave the
time-dependent equations for the load current, storage current, and
capacitor voltage for the capacitive transfer circuit and discussed the
load/storage and capacitor/load energy ratios, giving several specific
examples.

He also proposed using a capacitor across the opening switch

to ease the recovery problem.

Somewhat later (1959), Carruthers pre-

sented a more complete analysis of energy storage methods and transfer
circuits [26]. He showed the derivation of the time-dependent voltage
and current waveforms for both the resistive and capacitive transfer
circuits.

He also showed how the various energy ratios depend upon the

load/storage inductance ratio.

In a later paper (1962), Carruthers ap-

peared to be the first to propose using vacuum circuit breakers opened
by creating an artificial current zero by injecting an oscillatory
current from an auxiliary circuit [27], Much later (1972), Greenwood
added the series saturable reactor to make the counterpulse concept
feasible for HVDC systems [28,29],
Further progress produced better opening switches, better transfer
methods, and a refinement of techniques.

In 1967, Simon and Bronner

proposed and built a small-scale model of a new type of energy transfer
scheme [30], Basically, their circuit used a 500-Hz inverter followed
by a rectifier and a capacitor to transfer small amounts of energy at
a time between the storage coil and a load coil.

In 1974, Dick and

Dustmann proposed and developed another scheme in which energy was
transferred in small increments from the storage coil to a "flying
capacitor" and then from the capacitor to the load coil [31], More
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advanced, inverter-converter (dc-ac-dc) schemes were proposed in 1974
and developed by Peterson [32,33],

Other schemes were later developed

by Ehsani and Kustom [34], All of these circuits were geared primarily
to large inductive-inductive transfer applications and featured high
efficiency while reducing the size of the required transfer capacitor.
Generally, however, these benefits came at the expense of increased
switching complexity within the transfer circuit.
Considerable work was done with superconducting magnets and energy
storage coils.

These have application in basic physics experiments

requiring high magnetic fields, in energy storage and transfer schemes,
and as a stabilizing element for long ac transmission lines.

Early

review papers include those by Wipf (in 1973) [35] and by Laquer (in
1974) [36], Subsequent progress is discussed by Hassenzahl [37] and by
Rogers [38], While much of the work in this area is relevant to the
present research project, the use of superconducting coils for fieldable, high power, pulse-train generators appears remote and will not
receive any further attention in this dissertation. Mobile, operational systems are more likely to use high-energy-density inertial stores
coupled with non-superconducting coils.
Because of the need

for circuit

breakers

in electric utility

systems, the history of opening switches goes back to the early 1920s,
predating lES systems by many years.

The texts by Flurscheim [39] and

Lee [17] are excellent references on the history and development of
circuit breakers in general and on the various types of breakers in
particular (oil, air-break, air-blast, SF , and vacuum).

Both texts

are devoted primarily to breakers for ac utility applications, but they
also discuss the use of the counterpulse technique with current-zero
switches to interrupt dc currents.

They provide excellent background

information on opening switches for lES systems.

The physics of the

interruption process was discussed by Lee in an earlier review paper
(1969) [40], while high power switch technology in general was covered
in

review papers

by Burkes

et al.

[41,42].

Opening

switches

in

particular were covered by Harvey [43].
In general, circuit breakers developed for electric utility applications do not directly meet the opening switch requirements of lES
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systems.

First, utility breakers are usually designed for low continu-

ous duty—a few thousand amperes, at most.

Their major function is to

open or break the circuit after a short circuit occurs and large fault
currents have developed.
be many

This requires their interruption rating to

times their continuous-duty

rating.

Second, most

circuit

breakers are designed for use on ac utility systems and can, therefore,
take advantage of the natural current zeroes that occur twice every
cycle.

In contrast, the opening switch in an lES system must interrupt

the same level of current it has been carrying during the coil charging
period, making the continuous-duty rating very near the interruption
rating unless a bypass switch is used.

Furthermore, the current in an

lES system is essentially dc, with no natural current zeroes to ease
the opening duty.

Third, most dc circuit breakers are rated for only

moderate voltages (5-15 kV), insufficient for most lES systems,

A few

mechanical-switch schemes have been developed for HVDC systems and are
appropiate to low-repetition-rate lES systems, but they really have no
potential for high-repetition-rate duty.

Their speed of operation for

opening and reset, a few to many milliseconds, makes conventional
mechanical circuit breakers too slow for the high-speed, repetitive
operation pursued in this research program.
Quite a number of switching schemes have been proposed and used
for lES systems, beginning with the fast-acting mechanical switch and
parallel fuse arrangement in the system built by Early and Walker [22],
This switching method and others are discussed in the review papers by
Laquer

[36] and Nasar

[2].

The latter paper makes the interesting

comment that, for lES systems, "the bulk of the switching capability
will evolve from the well-developed power circuit breaker technology."
This may well prove to be true, as the results of the research program
for this dissertation seem to indicate.
The

special

requirements

of

repetitive,

high

power

opening

switches capable of interrupting at least 10 kA, recovering to at least
10 kV, and operating at a repetition rate of at least 10 pps were addressed by over 40 scientists and engineers from the DoD and industrial
communities, universities, and the national laboratories at the 1981
Tamarron workshop [5]. A number of new switching concepts being pur-
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sued by various researchers were discussed. Including the dense plasma
focus

switch,

the

electron

beam

controlled

switch,

crossed-field

devices, counterpulsed switches, and optically controlled switches.
Operation of a dense plasma focus device begins by initiating a
discharge between two cylindrical, coaxial conductors.

The discharge

is driven along the length of the conductors by the ^ X jB force.

When

the arc reaches the end of the inner conductor, it lengthens and becomes cone shaped as one end of the arc remains anchored to the inner
conductor and the other end of the arc continues to travel along the
longer outer conductor.

At the inner conductor, the radial discharge

evolves rapidly into an axial discharge.

At currents above about

40 kA, a plasma MHD instability pinches the discharge off and causes
the current to interrupt.

Pulses of 10 kV have been produced by inter-

rupting currents in excess of 40 kA [44], Pulse turn-on and turn-off
times in the microsecond range are typical.

Problems with the dense

plasma focus include little or no control over the discharge once
established, plasma restrikes shortly after interruption, normal conduction drop of several kV, and a minimum current level (threshold)
required for successful operation.
The electron beam controlled

switch depends upon an ionizing

electron beam to initiate and sustain a diffuse discharge between two
planar electrodes in a high pressure gas medium.
beam is removed,

the diffuse

discharge

decays

When the electron
rapidly

as carrier

recombination and attachment occur and the gas dielectric
recovers,

strength

Prefires are virtually eliminated by operating at voltages

as low as 50 % of the static self-breakdown voltage.

Operation of such

devices as opening switches has been reported at levels of 25 kA and
50 kV by Hunter [45] and up to 150 kA with an opening time of 200 ns by
Kovaltchuk [46], Considerable efforts are being made to increase the
performance of electron beam controlled switches and to make them repetitive [47,48],

Although this switch concept appears promising for

very fast, high power applications, a number of problems remain to be
solved.

First, the high conduction drop (on the order of one kV [45])

generates substantial
time.

switch dissipation and

limits

the

conduction

Second, the electrode surface area required to keep the arc in a
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diffuse mode (about 10 cm /kA) may make the switch unwieldy for many
high-current applications.

Third, switch operation depends on auxilia-

ry equipment, an external electron beam source which must operate repetitively if the opening switch is to be repetitive.

Finally, present

systems suffer from a low current gain (ratio of switch current to
electron beam current),
A family of switching concepts having some potential for repetitive opening duty includes such devices as the Hall effect switch, the
_J X ^ thyratron, and the crossed field tube,

A magnetic field applied

perpendicular to the direction of the electrical discharge is used in
each of these switches to cause conduction to either stop or start.

In

the crossed field tube (XFT), the electrodes are coaxial conductors
with a separation of less than one mean free path so that a glow discharge cannot be sustained in the low pressures of the tube, operating
on the left-hand side of the Paschen curve.

Application of an axial

magnetic field, parallel to the axis of the cylindrical electrodes and
perpendicular to the electric field, causes charges to be deflected
into a spiral path longer than one mean free path, allowing a discharge
to be initiated and sustained.

As long as the discharge remains in a

glow or diffuse mode, removal of the magnetic field causes the current
to stop and the switch opens.

Laboratory devices have demonstrated the

interruption of currents up to 3,2 kA against 40 kV (single shot) and
1,3 kA against 50 kV (10 pulses at 120 pps) [49], Second, the Halleffect (Corbino-disc) switch has a similar electrode geometry but uses
a solid-state conduction medium and opens rather than closes when the
crossed magnetic field is applied.
path length of the current

Its impedance rises because the

through the resistive medium

greatly when the crossed field is applied [50,51],

increases

Finally, the £ X B^

thyratron uses a crossed magnetic field to increase the switch impedance by forcing the discharge into a ceramic arc chute between the
anode-grid and cathode sections [52], Interruptions of 1 kA with recovery to 15 kV and of 100 A with recovery to 50 kV after conduction
for

10 ys

have been demonstrated [53], The major problems with these

approaches are the difficulty in scaling to higher currents, the high
conduction drop (500-1000 V) which causes high switch dissipation, and
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the need for an external magnetic field,
A recent opening switch concept receiving attention is the optically controlled diffuse-discharge opening switch, in which laser radiation is used to increase or decrease the switch conductivity through
optogalvanic effects [54], In one mode of operation, the laser acts to
maintain the discharge in much the same way as the electron beam discussed earlier.

When the laser pulse terminates, the switch conduc-

tivity is reduced through normal recombination processes.

This process

can be enhanced by adding attaching gas molecules to the mixture.

In

a different mode of operation, laser radiation may be used to induce
attachment (recombination) processes in special gas mixtures, causing
the switch conductivity to fall.

While these concepts appear promising

for fast switching applications, they are still in the laboratory stage
and many questions—such as voltage and current scaling, conduction
drop, and switch recovery—remain to be answered.
Several of the opening switch concepts just discussed appear to
have the potential to operate repetitively, with the electron beam controlled switch probably being the most developed.

In fact, researchers

at Texas Tech University have recently demonstrated burst mode operation (2-3 pulses) of the latter concept at a few hundred amperes and
a few kilovolts, with pulse separations of ,l-,5 microseconds, and a
current gain of about 5.*

However, none of the concepts has yet oper-

ated at high repetition rates and power levels of many megawatts, as
was demonstrated in the research program for this dissertation.

Even

if they are successful in achieving this milestone, all the switch
concepts just discussed operate by increasing their impedance to force
the current to transfer to the load and the problem of accumulated
energy deposition in the switch makes it questionable whether they
would be able to operate for prolonged bursts.
As mentioned briefly in a previous section, another way to open a
switch is to temporarily reduce its current to zero by discharging a

*Personal communication, M, Kristiansen and K, H. Schoenbach,
April 1984,
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capacitor through it in the direction opposing the main switch current.
This method, known as the counterpulse technique, has a much better potential to solve the repetitive switching demands of burst-mode energy
transfer operation because it does not suffer from the fundamental
energy dissipation problems which plague direct-interruption switches.
With the counterpulse technique, the switch recovers and opens if the
current-zero time is longer than the switch deionization or recombination time.

The switch current is then diverted to the capacitor,

charging it until the capacitor voltage is sufficient to cause the
current to transfer to the load.

One of the primary demands placed on

the switch by this method is that the switch must recovery rapidly
because the size of the capacitor is directly related to the switch
deionization time.
Only a few switching methods appear suitable for the counterpulse
technique—liquid metal plasma valves, solid-state thyristors (commonly
called SCRs), vacuum switches, and possibly thyratrons.

Liquid metal

plasma valve switches have interrupted currents up to 20 kA and recovered to 40 kV,

However, they are limited to short conduction times

at high currents and require liquid nitrogen cooling of the anode,
making them less than ideal for lES systems [55], Thyratrons are less
attractive than vacuum switches because they are much more expensive
and generally have a higher conduction drop and a longer recovery
time.

Solid-state switches are also good candidates, but their high

capital cost (at least ten times that of vacuum switches), the large
number required in series and parallel for high power operation, and
their susceptibility to damage (requiring balancing networks and di/dt
and dv/dt protection) make it desirable to investigate alternative
solutions which are potentially more practical and cost-effective.
The counterpulse technique was made practical by the addition of
saturable reactors and snubber networks, as proposed by Greenwood for
HVDC applications [28,29],

The use of the counterpulse technique for

opening switches in lES systems was pioneered by Salge [56]. The HVDC
oil-blast circuit breaker was counterpulsed to interrupt about 10 kA,
withstanding a recovery voltage of 50 kV.

His system included a load

isolation switch to prevent the premature flow of load current until
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the counterpulse capacitor was sufficiently recharged.

He proposed

using a separate switch to disconnect the capacitor from the circuit at
the beginning of the load pulse, if required.
compared

the performance of vacuum

With others, he later

interrupters

and

thyristors

as

current-zero opening switches [57],
As shown by the repetitive pulse train demonstration achieved
during the research program for this dissertation, vacuum switches are
well suited for duty as repetitive opening switches with the counterpulse technique.

The history, physics, and

development

of

vacuum

switches are reviewed by Flurscheim [39], Lee [17], and Lafferty [58],
while a bibliography by Miller [59] covers the years 1897-1982.
The first noteworthy research into vacuum switch phenomena was
performed by Sorenson and Mendenhall from 1923 to 1926 [60].

They

achieved the interruption of 1.3 kA peak against 58.8 kV peak.

How-

ever, early attempts to develop vacuum switch technology did not fare
well "because of the lack of supporting technologies in vacuum and
metallurgical processing," according to Lafferty, p. viii [58].

Lee

states that the major problems were (1) the evolution of gas from the
electrodes during arcing (greatly reducing or destroying the current
interruption capability), (2) the lack of rugged and reliable metal-toglass (or ceramic) seals, and

(3) the welding of the contacts on

closing, p. 384 [17], The first problem was the most severe, and it
was not solved until the mid-1950s when researchers at the General
Electric Co. (GE) applied the technique of zone refining, borrowed from
the semiconductor industry, to obtain gas-free copper electrodes [61].
Rapid commercial development followed, with the first use of vacuum
switches in power systems described by Jennings in 1956 [62], and the
first 5 years of industrial use reviewed by Ross [63], By 1960, the
ratings had been pushed to very respectable levels [64], and by 1963,
vacuum interrupters with power ratings as high as 250-MVA were in
commercial production [61],
A typical vacuum interrupter switch used in ac electric utility
applications consists of two planar or disc electrodes, one fixed and
the other movable, inside a vacuum envelope with a nominal gas pressure
of 10

torr, as shown in Fig, 1-6,

The movable electrode is attached
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Cross section of a typical
vacuum interrupter [58].

to an actuator mechanism through a set of bellows to maintain the
vacuum.

During

normal

operation

in ac

systems, the contacts are

mechanically closed to provide a low-resistance
metal contact.

(10-50 yft) , metal-to-

When a fault or short circuit is detected, the mechani-

cal actuator separates the electrodes, causing an arc to be drawn between the electrodes.

The vacuum arc is sustained by the evaporation

of metal vapor from the electrodes themselves.

As the current passes

through zero, twice each cycle in ac systems, the power input to the
arc decreases dramatically, allowing the plasma to deionize and the
switch to recover,

Lee found the recovery rate of vacuum switches to

be at least 24 kV/ys, faster than for any other type of high power
switch, p, 387 [17],
Another type of vacuum switch, the triggered vacuum gap (TVG)
switch, has fixed, planar electrodes and a trigger system to initiate
conduction. Fig, 1-7,

The

TVG

switch can be

rapidly, with turn-on times in the microsecond
devices

and

less

than

100 nanoseconds

for

triggered

to close

range for commercial

special,

low-inductance
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laboratory devices [65]. Considerable research has been done on various triggering methods, including work by Lafferty
[67], Gilmour [68], Boxman [69], and Thompson [70].

[58,66], Farrall
As long as the

discharge remains in the diffuse mode during conduction, triggered
vacuum switches can be used as current-zero opening switches, as was
demonstrated in this research project.
Over the years, a large body of information on vacuum arcs and
switching has been accumulated, as evidenced by the 2752 papers referenced in the bibliography by Miller [59]. Most of the research has
been concerned with the physics of the vacuum arc:

its initiation,

conduction state, interaction with the anode and cathode surfaces, and
extinction.

Other areas of research included electrode erosion and

metallurgy,

vacuum

technology,

triggering, magnetic

special devices, and applications.

field

effects,

Several review papers covering the

history, physics, and applications of vacuum switches have been written
recently by Kimblin [16,71].
Once initiated by a trigger pulse or the bridge-point explosion of
separating contacts, the vacuum arc is sustained by metal vapor evapo-
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rated from the electrode surfaces.
vapor is about 50 % ionized

For copper electrodes, the metal

[72] and streams away from many small

cathode spots (each carrying about 100 A [73]) at a velocity of about
10

m/s.

The vacuum arc remains in a diffuse mode (with the cathode

spots spread uniformly over the surface area of the electrodes) if the
current does not exceed a given threshhold value, determined primarily
by electrode metallurgy and geometry, gap separation, and arc history.
The positive V-I characteristics of the diffuse arc cause good current
sharing and allow vacuum switches to be used safely in parallel.
The cathode spots have a short thermal time constant, emitting
metal vapor for only a few microseconds after the current stops.

The

interelectrode gap clears rapidly due to the high ejection velocity of
the vapor and the vacuum background pressure in the device.

The vacuum

arc plasma rapidly condenses on the surfaces of the electrodes and
vapor shields,

Interelectrode gap clearing times as short as 3-5 ys

have been observed with copper electrodes

[74],

The actual plasma

deionization time required depends on a number of variables, such as
electrode

metallurgy,

interruption.

di/dt

before

current-zero,

and

dv/dt

after

For any given switch and expected operating conditions,

the minimum current-zero time is best determined experimentally.

For

much of the single-shot vacuum interrupter work done at Los Alamos,
current-zero times of about 20 ys (following a current fall-time of
about 20 ys) were sufficient

to allow currents up

to 40 kA to be

interrupted against 30 kV [11,75,76],
These conditions for current-zero opening require that the vacuum
arc remain in the diffuse mode during conduction, with electrode activity almost entirely at the cathode.

If the current level exceeds a

given threshhold value, discussed above, the arc enters the constricted
mode and heavy anode involvement occurs, making the chances for current
interruption with a short current zero very slim.

The many individual

plasma columns coalesce into one or two constricted arcs, each anchored
to an anode spot or jet.

In this mode, the vacuum arc is highly de-

structive, causing excessive electrode erosion from the anode jet.
Another major problem with the constricted-arc mode is that the hot
anode spots continue

to supply plasma

to the electrode-gap

region
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after the current has been removed.

This delays switch recovery for

times on the order of the thermal time constant of the anode spots—at
least 100 ys [39].

Therefore, to achieve an adequate current-zero

time for constricted-arc conditions, the counterpulse capacitor bank
would have to be about 10-100 times larger than for the fast

('V/ 20 ys)

counterpulse technique used with diffuse arcs, making it impractical.
Some work has been done in extending the constricted-arc current
threshold

and

in

reducing

its damaging

effects.

For ac systems,

special electrode geometries uae the arc's own magnetic field to move
the arc around the electrode surfaces and prevent the constricted arc
from anchoring to one spot on the anode [16,39].

This method reduces

the anode thermal time constants and has extended the capability of
vacuum switches in ac systems, where the current fall-time is about
4 ms.

However, this method gives little improvement for dc systems

where the fast counterpulse technique is used.
One method that has proven beneficial in both ac and dc systems
is the use of a magnetic field parallel to the direction of the arc,
along the axis of the anode and cathode [71], The magnetic field can
be generated with an external power supply or by the current itself.
In either case, the magnetic field reduces the magnitude and roughness
of the arc voltage waveform and increases the constricted-arc current
threshold.

The axial magnetic field lines imbedded in the plasma help

prevent the plasma columns from combining to form a constricted arc.
Improvements of 10-100 per cent in current interruption capability were
achieved in switches at Los Alamos by using axial magnetic fields [75],
Yanabu used this method to interrupt up to 280 kA peak in a single
device [77],
One cannot discuss vacuum switches without mentioning the record
capability demonstrated by the rod array triggered vacuum gap (RATVG).
The RATVG was developed by GE under contract to the Electric Power
Research Institute (EPRI) for possible use in ac transmissions systems
[20,78],

While rapid advances in the field of SF^ circuit breakers

overshadowed the capabilities of vacuum switches for the intended ac
applications, the performance of the RATVG is still worth noting.

The

switch consists of rods attached to the anode and cathode, oriented
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axially and interleaved.
between the rods.

The arc burns in a circumferential direction

In full-power ac tests at GE, the best of the RATVG

switches—the Gl tube—conducted a half-cycle current pulse of 150 kA
peak, interrupted
150 ys.

at current

zero, and

recovered

to 135 kV within

One experimental device successfully carried an ac half-cycle

current pulse to 240 kA peak with an arc voltage not exceeding 70 V and
with no visible damage to the electrodes.

Both visual observations and

records of the voltage waveforms confirmed that the arc remained In a
diffuse mode for all the tests of the rod array structure, including
the test at 240 kA peak,*

Therefore, the RATVG should perform nearly

as well in dc systems with the fast counterpulse technique.

With its

trigger system and high power capability, the RATVG switch is a natural
candidate for extending the capabilities of the repetitive transfer
circuits developed in the research program for this dissertation, as
discussed in more detail in Chapter VII,

Operation in the range of

100 kA, 100 kV, and 1 kpps should be feasible.
Finally, the work of researchers at the Avco Everett Research
Laboratory [79], concluded in 1973, should be discussed.

The goal of

their work was to investigate and demonstrate the feasibility of using
superconducting coils to produce repetitive, high-power pulses with a
pulse width of about

200 ys.

The design study was for a 100-kJ

superconducting energy store, while a feasibility demonstration was
attempted with a 20-kJ coil.
vacuum

interrupters,

triggered

Their research considered the use of
vacuum

gaps,

and

the

counterpulse

technique but failed to produce repetitive, high power pulses for a
number of reasons.
near-critical

First, the counterpulse circuit was designed for

damping

to

give

a

reasonable

current-zero

time

but

required extra capacitive energy and a resistor to give the required
waveshape,

A saturable reactor in series with the opening switch [28]

should have been used instead.

Second, repetitive operation with a

counterpulse was not attempted because of the large power supply required for its recharge between pulses.

Recharging the counterpulse

*Personal communication, J. Rich and C. Goody, Dec. 1982,
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capacitor from the main storage inductor was neither proposed nor
demonstrated until the author did so during the research program for
this dissertation.

Third,

they

abandoned

vacuum

switches

because

vacuum interrupters had too much mechanical jitter to use the early
counterpulse

technique

thought to be limited

effectively

and

triggered

vacuum

gaps

were

to a conduction time of only 7 ys at 7 kA,

Developments with TVGs later proved that much longer conduction times
were possible.

The research at AVCO Everett was close to success in

many ways, but it became sidetracked in tangential efforts to design
and construct a multi-contact switch and failed to reach the goals of
producing repetitive, high power pulses from an lES.
It is evident that there has been a large amount of work done by
previous researchers in the field of energy storage and its related
problems.

Success by the research program for this dissertation can

be attributed to the effort to piece together the important parts of
the work of previous researchers and to new insights to the problem.

CHAPTER II
OPENING SWITCH AND TRANSFER CIRCUIT FUNDAMENTALS

The crucial test of a prime power and conditioning

system is

whether the proper load pulse can be generated at the required pulse
repetition rate.

The load pulse is characterized by a number of pa-

rameters such as peak current, peak voltage, peak power, total energy,
risetime, falltime, duration, and droop.

If the proper load pulses can

be produced, then further comparisons between competing systems must
be based on other factors such as the state of the various technologies required, the operational efficiency that can be achieved, and the
size, weight, and cost of the overall system.
The advantages of energy storage systems in general and inductive
storage in particular, as discussed in Chapter I, make lES a leading
candidate for use in the power conditioning systems of large scale
and/or mobile applications.
upon opening switches.

Of course, lES systems depend critically

The severity of the opening switch problem, in

turn, depends upon the load impedance, the load pulse requirements, and
the type of transfer circuit used.

Basic Types of Opening Switches
Opening switches can be divided into two basic classes, directinterruption

and

current-zero, depending

upon whether

the

voltage

which forces the current to transfer out of the switch is developed internal or external to the switch.

For lES systems, the type of opening

switch and the type of transfer circuit used will have a significant
impact on the operational

efficiency

and

feasibility

of the power

conditioning system.

Direct-Interruption Opening Switches
Switches that can develop the transfer voltage internally, through
26
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a mechanism in which the switch impedance is increased, are called
direct-interruption or "true" opening switches.
circuit

breakers, fuses, crossed-field

devices, and

laser

sustained

and

Examples include dc

devices, dense plasma

electron

beam

sustained

focus

diffuse

discharge switches.
Figure 2-1 shows a circuit diagram of a basic inductive energy
storage and transfer system with a direct-interruption opening switch.
Simplified waveforms typical of
Fig, 2-2,

the transfer process are shown in

The current I^. in the energy storage coil L

initially flows

through the closed opening switch, represented by a resistance R(t),
To transfer energy to the load,

K. and L-,

opening switch is raised rapidly to a value

the impedance
R^,„__„„

R(t) of the

much greater than

the load impedance to "choke off" the current flow and force the switch
current

(loop current I.)

to transfer to the load

(loop current I«),

The final current I„ is less than the initial current 1. because energy
is dissipated in the opening switch during the switching process.

The

switch must conduct the coil current for the full charge and storage
times, undergo a large impedance change, and then withstand the high
recovery voltage

immediately afterward.

The load voltage

depends directly on the switch impedance risetime.

Fig. 2-1.

risetime

To terminate the

Schematic circuit diagram of a basic
inductive energy storage and transfer
system with a direct-interruption
opening switch of resistance R(t).
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Il(t)

Io

l2(t)

R(t)

^SWITCH

Fig, 2-2.

Simplified waveforms of opening switch current
l2(t), load current l2(t), and switch resistance
R(t) for a resistive transfer circuit with a
direct-interruption opening switch.

load pulse, the opening switch must reclose to short-circuit the coil
and return the system to the storage mode.

If load pulses are required

repetitively, this cycle must be repeated for each pulse.

The circuit

shown in Fig, 2-1 is called a resistive transfer circuit because the
high impedance of the opening switch (or an optional parallel resistor,
not shown), is the element forcing the current to transfer to the load.

Current-Zero Opening Switches
A

second method

to achieve current

interruption is to use a

voltage source external to the switch to drive the switch current to
zero and allow the switch to open.

Switches that recover rapidly under

such conditions are called current-zero opening switches.

Their main

application is in ac systems, where current zeros occur naturally twice
each cycle, but they may also be used in dc systems if an auxiliary
circuit is used

to produce a momentary current zero.

Examples of

current-zero switches include solid-state thyristors, vacuum switches,
hydrogen thyratrons, and the liquid metal plasma valve.

Actually,

many other switches may also be used as current-zero switches, but
their long deionization or recovery times (> 100 ys) usually makes
them impractical because the capacitor size (which is directly related
to the recovery time) becomes unwieldy.
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In dc systems, the current-zero in the opening switch must be p r o duced artificially, generally

by discharging

a capacitor

through

opening switch in the direction opposing the m a i n current.

the

A circuit

diagram of a generalized lES system with a current-zero opening switch
is shown in Fig. 2-3.
are

shown

in

Waveforms showing the details of switch opening

Fig. 2-4.

The

initial

storage

coil

current

OPTIONAL
SWITCHES/DIODES

Fig, 2-3.

Circuit diagram of generalized lES system
with a counterpulsed current-zero opening
switch, S
1*
VpEAK
dl/dt

R R R V = dV/dt

h—T|.ZERO-Hx'
Vsw-

VCPO
Fig, 2-4,

-**^
Simplified waveforms of the opening switch
current, the counterpulse capacitor voltage,
and the switch recovery voltage for the
circuit of Fig, 2-3.

I

flows
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through the current-zero opening switch
in Sj^,

switch

S2

S...

To create a current zero

is closed to initiate the counterpulse current I^p.

When the opening switch current Ig,, reaches zero,

the series saturable

reactor Ig^,j, comes out of saturation and introduces a large increase
in inductance to the opening switch branch, preventing any further
increase

in

current

I^p.

The

switch

current

"frozen" at zero current for a time T^. „p„^.
current-zero time,

Ig^ is

effectively

The duration of the

^^ determined by the volt-second rating

TJ_2ERO»

of the saturable reactor and the average voltage on C^„ during time
'^I-ZERO*

^^^ ^^® opening switch to open and interrupt the current,

the current-zero time provided by the counterpulse technique must be
greater than the switch deionization time.
sometime during T
V

,

When the switch recovers,

„„„^, it first sees an inverse recovery voltage,

equal to the voltage V

remaining on C

at that instant.

The

switch recovery voltage then follows the capacitor voltage as it decreases rapidly

towards zero for the rest of

'^T-ZVVO'

After the

recovery voltage and capacitor voltage reverse polarity, the rate of
rise of

recovery voltage, RRRV

(or dV/dt), and

the peak recovery

voltage Vp„-^ are determined by the type of transfer circuit used
and the type of load being driven.
recovery

voltage

exponential—are

waveform
shown

in

The two general patterns for the

following
Fig.

2-4.

polarity
For

a

reversal—linear
current-zero

and

switch,

therefore, the important operational parameters are the initial current
level; the length of conduction time; the rate of current reduction,
dl/dt, before current zero;

the length of current-zero time, "^x-ZERO*

the initial inverse recovery voltage, V^j^; the rate of rise of the
recovery voltage, RRRV, in the forward direction; and the peak recovery
voltage, V_„.-,. Further discussion of the transfer process is included
PEAK
in the next section.

Transfer Circuit and Energy Considerations
The several types of energy transfer circuits for inductive energy
storage systems are classified according to the circuit element causing
the transfer action.

As already discussed, the rising impedance of a

direct-interruption switch or the rising voltage of a capacitor can
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each cause current to be transferred to a load.
have also been investigated.

Several other methods

One method is to use a mutually-coupled

rotating inductance between the store and load [80,81],

A transfer of

energy can be effected by simple mechanical rotation of the mutuallycoupled coil (MCC).

Transfers with this method are rather slow and the

systems complex—the MCC must be 1-4 times larger than the store itself.

Another method involves flux compression.

The active volume of

the storage coil is reduced by shooting a conducting sleeve through the
bore of the coil [82], by explosively collapsing the structure of the
coil itself [83], or by the compulsator method [84]. Although the flux
compression methods result in dramatic increases in current flowing
through the load, much of the energy transferred to the load actually
comes from the compression source.

However, because the transformer-

coupled and flux-compression methods (except for the compulsator) have
little potential for high-repetition-rate operation, further discussion
will be limited to resistive and capacitive transfer circuits.

Operational Efficiency
Previously, the performance of lES systems has been characterized
by defining a transfer efficiency (the term energy transfer ratio would
be more correct) as the ratio of the load pulse energy to the initial
stored energy [5,9].

For repetitive systems, where only a fraction of

the stored energy is usually transferred during a pulse, a better
measure of the system operation is to compare the energy in the load
pulse(s) to the decrease in stored energy during the transfer cycle(s).
Since the difference between the transferred energy and the decrease in
stored energy can be attributed to energy loss mechanisms, this comparison gives a more accurate indication of circuit efficiency.

If the

energy transferred to the load element is defined as

then a

\QAT)>

measure of the overall circuit efficiency can be found by defining the
operational efficiency Tl to be

n = E
'

/AE ,
LOAD'^1

where AE

,

(2-1)

*

is the decrease in the stored energy in the storage coil L^
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during the time the load pulse(s) are generated.

Resistive Transfer Circuit
The resistive transfer circuit. Fig, 2-1, has already been discussed.

The transfer resistance may be the resistance R(t) of the

direct-interruption opening switch by itself or the resistance of the
parallel combination of the opening switch resistance and a transfer
resistor.

Under some conditions, a transfer resistor may also be used

with a current-zero switch and a small counterpulse capacitor.

Whether

a direct-interruption opening switch requires the aid of a transfer
resistor is generally determined by the peak system voltages and total
switch dissipation.

The efficiency and, therefore, feasibility

of

operation of the resistive transfer circuit depend upon the load—
whether it is predominantly resistive or inductive.

A capacitive load

is rather benign, looking like a short circuit if the opening switch
recovers before the voltage increases much and looking like a linearlyincreasing resistance if the switch recovers on a longer time scale.
To understand

the operation of

the resistive

transfer circuit for

various loads, it is useful to consider its operation for the two
cases of a purely resistive load and a purely inductive load.

Many of

following equations are derived in Appendices A and B,

Purely resistive load.
purely resistive load

RLQAD*

For the resistive transfer circuit with a
^^^ current

iLi(t) in storage coil

L^y

Eq, (A-4), is given by

I^iCt) = lQexp(-t/T^)

,

while the load current

ITQAD^^^*

where

(2-2)

^^'

I-. is the initial current

-i = V\ooP-i •

^^"^^' ^^

in L , the

time

constant

T^^ is

^'-'^
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and ^LOOP-l*

^^^

total resistance around the discharge loop of the

coil, is

\00P-1 " ^COIL •*• ^ F F
In Eq. (2-5),

R^QJJ^

•

^2"^)

is the resistance of the storage coil while the

effective resistance

R^^

of the load and opening switch in parallel,

Eq, (A-8), is

^FF

= \ 0 A D / ^ ^ •" ^>

^ '^ ^ O A D ^ ^ W I T C H

^^^

» ^^^^^

<2-6)

'

^2-7)

^SWITCH ^^ ^^^ OFF-state resistance of the opening switch. The

energy E^Q^^ transferrred to the load during a pulse of width tp,
Eq, (A-29), is

\0AD^^P^ " ^0^^ " exp(-tp/Tp)]/(l + Y)(l + Z)
where E

,

(2-8)

is the initial energy in L , the exponential time constant Tp

of the energy decay during the load pulse is

Tp = T^/2 =

LI/2RLOOP-I

Z = R.^^^,/K^^
COIL EFF
From Eq. ( 2 - 8 ) ,

' ^"^ ^*^^^e

(2-9)

.

(2-10)

the maximum energy t r a n s f e r r e d to RJ/NATX occurs a t time

t = °o and i s given by

E^Q^p(max) = E Q / [ ( 1 + Y)(l + Z)]

,

(2-11)

but practically all of E.._._^(max) is actually transferred by time 5Tp.
The operational efficiency is determined by the losses in Rp^jj
and R„„T.rr^u and, during repetitive operation, by the losses in the
SWllCn

ON-state

switch

resistance

R_„ .„ during the storage-mode time t^.
SW-ON

o

o

vj
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From

Eq. (A-43),

the

operational

efficiency

n

of

the

resistive

transfer circuit with a purely resistive load is given by
[1 - exp(-tp/Tp)]
\

—

,

(2-12)

(1 + Y)(l + Z)[l - exp(-tp/Tp)exp(-tg/Tg)]
where the storage-mode exponential time constant Tn is given by
Tg = L^/2R^QQp_2

, and where

\00P-2 " \ o i L "^ ^SW-ON

(2-13)

•

(2-14)

For the ideal case, where R^^^, = R^„ ^^, = 0, Eq, (2-12) reduces
COIL
SW-ON
to the ideal operational efficiency ru(ideal) given by
nj^(ideal) = 1/(1 + Y)

,

(2-15)

For the ideal case, the operational efficiency can be made reasonably
high by making

R-^^

„

»

Rj OAD'

Actual circuits, in addition, must

also minimize the coil resistance and the ON-state switch resistance in
order to achieve good efficiencies.
Finally, it is useful to determine how much energy is dissipated
in the opening switch.

With a resistive load, the switch dissipation

^SWITCH ^ ° ^ ^^^ ideal case, Eq. (A-49), is

^SWIICH<"-1> = ^-^LOAD

•

(2-^^>

again showing why a small resistance ratio Y is desirable,

A larger

switch dissipation occurs in real circuits because of the effects of
the switch ON-state resistance during the storage time and the effects
of the stray inductance of the switch and load during the transfer.
Usually these effects are best studied with a computer.
Purely inductive load.

An inductive load will resist the efforts
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of the opening switch to transfer current to the load, causing considerable energy to be deposited in the switch. For an ideal resistive
transfer circuit with a lossless storage coil L-, an ideal opening
switch S,, a transfer resistor R, and a purely inductive load L2,
as shown in Fig. 2-5, Carruthers [26] analyzed the circuit and gave
the time-dependent equations for the storage coil current I . (t) and
the load coil current I _(t) as

\l(^)

=

'^QI^/(^

+

X)][1

+ Xexp(-t/T)]

, and

1^2(0 = Io[l/(l + X)][l - exp(-t/T)] ,

(2-17)
(2-18)

where the load/storage inductance ratio X is given by
(2-19)

X = L2/L^ ,
the exponential time constant T is
T = L*/R

(2-20)

,

and the effective inductance L* of L, and L2 in parallel is
L* = Lj^L2/(L^ + L2) .

Fig. 2-5. Resistive transfer circuit with
a purely inductive load.

(2-21)
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The transfer process was also analyzed. Appendix A, using the
principle of conservation of flux to determine the various current and
energy ratios.
The maximum current I2 transferred to the load, Eq. (A-59), is

I2/IQ = 1/(1 + X)

,

(2-22)

where IQ is the initial current flowing in the storage coil and X is
defined by Eq. (2-19).
The energy E2 transferred to the load, Eq. (A-64), is

E2/EQ = X/(l + X)2

,

(2-23)

where E_ is the initial energy stored in L .
The energy

E^

dissipated

in

the

resistive

transfer

element,

Eq. (A-75), is given by
EJ^/EQ

=

X/(1

+ X)

,

(2-24)

and finally, in terms of the transferred energy, the dissipated energy,
Eq, (A-77), is

Ej^/E2 = 1 + X

,

(2-25)

These ratios are plotted as a function of X in Fig, 2-6,

The magnitude

of the transfer resistance has no effect on these ratios; it merely
determines the peak voltages generated during the transfer and how fast
the transfer can occur.
where L

= L

Under conditions of maximum energy transfer,

(or X = 1 ) , it can be seen that only 25 % of the initial

stored energy is transferred to the load, Eq, (2-23), and that 50 % is
dissipated in the transfer resistor, Eq, (2-24),

It is apparent from

Eq. (2-25) that the transfer element dissipates about as much energy
as is transferred when X is small and dissipates twice as much as the
transferred energy when the inductors are matched.
The operational efficiency can be obtained by comparing the energy
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3.0

2.0

e

1.0

.1

.01

1

LOAO/STORAGE INOUaANCE RATIO (L2/L^)

Fig, 2-6.

Current and energy ratios for operation of the resistive transfer circuit with a purely inductive load.

transferred to the load with the energy transferred from the storage
coil.

For the ideal resistive transfer circuit with a purely inductive

load and

a lossless

storage

coil, the operational efficiency

n^,

Eq, (A-81), is given by
(2-26)

n^ = 1/(2 + X)

Therefore, the operational efficiency can never exceed 50 %, even for
very small values of the inductance ratio X, because the switch or
transfer resistance always dissipates at least as much energy as is
transferred.

As X increases, ru decreases even further.

The fundamental energy dissipation in the transfer resistor imposed by Eq. (2-25) is a significant disadvantage for this method of
energy transfer.

If the transfer is caused solely by the impedance

increase of the opening switch, then this energy must all be dissipated
within the switch itself.

This is a severe penalty to impose on a
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switch trying to interrupt the current and simultaneously withstand
the recovery voltage.
The penalty is even worse when the inductance of the switch is
included.

The energy Ej^_g^j^^jj stored in the stray inductance Igyj^cH

of the opening switch circuit branch must also be dissipated in the
switch because it is the only dissipative element in the circuit.
Hence, if the switch is the sole transfer element and the load is
purely inductive, the switch dissipation FL

during the transfer to

a load with inductance L„ is

^SWITCH = V S W I T C H + ^^ + ""^hl

"

(^-27)

This is the minimum energy dissipation required in the opening
switch.

If the load also has a resistive component, then the opening

switch has to work that much harder to cause the current to transfer
and increased switch dissipation occurs,* For such loads, the analysis
of switch dissipation and operational efficiency is best handled with
a circuit analysis code on a computer.
The implications of these fundamental relations for switches in
lES systems are clear.

For most systems, the energy associated with

any stray inductances must be fully considered.

For resistive transfer

circuits, the energy dissipation required by Eq, (2-27) must be dealt
with.

The effect of the self-inductance of the opening switch and the

inductance of the load may have enough impact upon the circuit transfer
efficiency and the operation of the opening switch to make some directinterruption opening switch schemes impractical.

On the other hand,

current-zero switches can be coupled with the high transfer efficiency
achievable with the counterpulse technique to provide an approach that
may be more practical, as will be discussed in the next section,

A

complete system study will generally be required to determine the best
approach for any particular load.

*Unpublished work in this area was done at LANL in 1982 by T, P,
Cotter and by E, E, Kunhardt (consultant from Texas Tech University).
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Capacitive Transfer Circuit
As the name implies, capacitive transfer circuits feature a capacitor as the circuit element which forces the current to transfer to
the load.

Actual circuit operation depends on two factors—the type

of opening switch used and the type of load being driven.
Either direct-interruption switches or current-zero switches may
be used with the transfer capacitor.

Generally, current-zero switches

are used, with the transfer capacitor also serving as the counterpulse
capacitor.

In this case, it is very important to distinguish between

the counterpulse capacitor requirements demanded by the opening switch
and the transfer capacitor requirements demanded by the type of load.
In fact, confusion about these requirements is probably the main reason
that counterpulsed current-zero switches were overlooked for so long as
candidates for high-repetition-rate opening switches.
After the coil current has successfully transferred from either
type of opening switch to the transfer capacitor, several modes of
circuit operation are possible, depending upon the nature of the load.
When the load is resistive, two modes are possible.

If the transfer

capacitor C and load resistor R are directly in parallel. Fig. 2-7,
the load current risetime is about 3RC, as shown in Fig. 2-8, because
a relatively-constant current is supplied to the RC equivalent load.

Fig, 2-7,

Capacitive transfer circuit with the
resistive load directly in parallel
with the transfer capacitor.
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3RC

Fig, 2-8,

Long-risetime load current pulse obtained with the circuit of Fig, 2-7.

Much faster load current risetimes can be obtained by isolating
the resistive load from the transfer capacitor. Fig, 2-9, and charging
the capacitor to a voltage about equal to the expected load voltage
before closing the load isolation switch, S .

The load current then

rises quickly. Fig, 2-10, with the risetime limited primarily by the
stray inductance in series with the load.

The actual dependency of

the load pulse risetime as a function of circuit parameters will be
discussed later.

Fig, 2-9,

Capacitive transfer circuit with the
resistive load R L O A D isolated from
the transfer capacitor C with a load
isolation switch, S2.
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^"LOAD

S^ OPENS

$2 CLOSES

Fig. 2-10, Waveforms of transfer capacitor voltage and
load current for the circuit of Fig. 2-9.

If the load is inductive. Fig, 2-11, the transfer capacitor merely
sets up a resonant circuit condition between the storage inductor L,
and the load inductor L2.

The current transfers smoothly into L2, with

the capacitive voltage V-. reaching its peak midway during the transfer.
Fig. 2-12,

The current waveforms shown in Fig, 2-12 depict the matched

inductance case, with L, = L«.

In this case, all the energy stored in

L.. is transferred to L„ during one transfer cycle.
trapped in L- by reclosing S ,
handle a peak energy of

The energy is then

In general, the transfer capacitor must

(1 + ^ o / ^ ) / ^

times the energy transferred to

the load, or a total of one-half the initial energy when L

= L^*

This

is generally much larger than required just for counterpulsing, leading
to considerable misunderstandings of this technique in general.

Fig, 2-11,

Capacitive transfer circuit with
a purely inductive load.

The
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Io

ILI

IL2

S^ OPENS
Fig. 2-12,

S^ CLOSES

Waveforms of storage coil current,
load coil current, and transfer
capacitor voltage for circuit of
Fig. 2-11.

inductive load case will receive more attention in the next section.
If the load is capacitive, use of a load isolation switch depends
on both load and system requirements.

In either case, the relatively-

constant current from the storage coil will produce a linearly-rising
voltage on the transfer and load capacitors.

Purely inductive load.

The differences in performance between the

resistive and capacitive transfer circuits are clearly evident in the
case of a purely inductive load.

As discussed earlier, the resistive

transfer circuit operates very inefficiently with this type of load.
The capacitive transfer circuit, however, can operate quite efficiently
with an inductive load and have the added bonus of reducing the demands
on the opening switch.
An analysis of the capacitive transfer circuit with an inductive
load. Fig, 2-11, is presented in Appendix B,
presented by Carruthers [26],

These results were first

Letting X = L /L , the load to storage

inductance ratio, the current I,(t) in the storage coil L,, Eq, (B-57),
is given by

Ij^(t) = I Q ( 1 + Xcosait)/(l + X)

(2-28)
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the current l2(t) in the load inductor L2, Eq, (B-25), is
l2(t) = IQ^^ " cosai:)/(l + X)

,

(2-29)

and the voltage V^ across the transfer capacitor C, Eq, (B-36), is
V^(t) = L2lQ(asina)t)/(l + X)

.

(2-30)

In these equations, the characteristic frequency w of the system, is
given by

00= (1/L*C)^/^

,

(2-31)

and L*, the equivalent inductance of L and L- in parallel, is
L* = L^L2/(L^ + L2)

.

(2-32)

From the time-dependent equations, the current and energy ratios
can easily be calculated, as discussed in Appendix B. The ratio of the
final current I in L

to the initial current I in L , Eq. (B-27), is

the current transfer ratio
I2/IQ = 2/(1 + X)

,

(2-33)

which is twice that for the resistive transfer circuit, Eq, (2-22),
The ratio of the energy E. transferred to L

to the initial

energy E Q stored in L,, Eq, (B-33) , is the energy transfer ratio
E^/E^ = 4X/(1 + X)^ ,

(2-34)

which is four times better than with a transfer resistor, Eq. (2-23).
The maximum energy transfer occurs when L^ = L.. (when X = 1) and all of
the stored energy is transferred to the load in a single pulse.
The ratio of the maximum energy E

handled by the capacitor C to

the initial energy EQ, Eq. (B-44), is the capacitive energy ratio
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E ^ / E Q = X/(l + X)

,

(2-35)

which is same as the resistive energy ratio, Eq. 2-24.

The key differ-

ence is that the transfer resistor dissipates its energy during the
transfer while the capacitor stores its energy temporarily and then
transfers it to the load during the pulse.
Finally, the ratio of capacitive energy E

to the transferred

energy E2, Eq. (B-46), is

E^/E2 = (1 + X)/4

,

(2-36)

which is one-fourth that for the resistive case.

Under conditions of

maximum energy transfer (when X = 1 ) , the capacitor must handle onehalf of the initial stored energy, Eq, (2-35), detracting from the advantages of inductive storage.

However, for repetitive operation in

which only a small part of the total stored energy is transferred per
pulse, the inductance ratio X must be much less than one and the capacitor size becomes much more favorable, approaching one-fourth of the
energy E^

in the load pulse.

The current and energy ratios discussed

above, Eqs, (2-33)-(2-36), are shown plotted as functions of the inductance ratio X in Fig, 2-13,
Finally, the ratio of the residual energy E

remaining in L,

to E Q , Eq. (B-61), is given by

E ^ / E Q = (1 - X)^/(l + X ) ^

Adding the t r a n s f e r r e d

,

(2-37)

energy E , Eq, ( 2 - 3 4 ) , t o the r e s i d u a l energy

E , Eq, ( 2 - 3 8 ) , g i v e s the t o t a l energy EQ, Eq, (B-66) ,
EjL + E2 = EQ ,

(2-38)

demonstrating that no energy is lost during the transfer process and
showing that the capacitive transfer circuit is 100 % efficient, in
principle, with a purely inductive load.
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Fig, 2-13.

Current and energy ratios for the capacitive transfer
circuit with a purely inductive load.

Predominantly resistive load.

The major goal of this research

program was to investigate and develop repetitive transfer circuits
for predominantly resistive loads.

The type of opening switch used

and the type of transfer circuit employed are both important factors
in determining the best overall system.

Therefore, a complete analysis

of the counterpulse and capacitive transfer circuit with a predominantly resistive load is in order.

The energy flow considerations

discussed in this section are based on a detailed analysis presented
in Appendix B,
With the counterpulse method, the current in the opening switch S^
(loop current I..) of the capacitive transfer circuit. Fig, 2-14, is
momentarily reduced to zero by discharging the counterpulse capacitor
C„ through the switch (loop current
the main current.

I^) in the direction opposing

If the current-zero time is long enough, the switch

recovers and opens.

The coil current then flows through C2, rapidly

raising its voltage high enough to force the current to transfer to
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Fig, 2-14,

Circuit diagram of counterpulse and
capacitive transfer circuit with
predominantly resistive load.

the load (loop current I^)
S-

when switch S^ is closed.

The main switch

is allowed to open naturally during the current-zero time (while no

current is flowing), and the severity of the recovery voltage stress is
reduced by the parallel counterpulse capacitor.

Unlike the resistive

transfer circuit, the capacitive transfer circuit has no fundamental
energy losses during the transfer process attributed to circuit stray
inductances.

The energy E^_cTjTTru stored in the opening switch in-

ductance L_„___„ is actually transferred back to the storage coil L, by
SWITCH
1
the action of the counterpulse capacitor. Furthermore, the energy required to energize the counterpulse loop inductance L^. and the load
inductance L^^ is supplied by capacitor C^, which in turn is recharged
by L,

during the transfer cycle.

charge C_ the first time,

Therefore, except for the energy to

all the energy to effect repetitive transfer

operations with the counterpulse circuit ultimately comes from L , the
energy storage coil.

In principle, a very high transfer efficiency

can be achieved with the capacitive transfer circuit because energy is
dissipated only by the circuit resistances and the low conduction drop
of the switches.
While bringing the opening switch current to zero, the counterpulse capacitor also forces the switch energy E,_g„j„pu to transfer
back to L,, causing the energy in

L^

to increase by an amount AEj^j^_.,

Eq, (B-86), given by

^Ll-A = (2 ^ ^>VSWIICH

(2-39)
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where

Y = ^swiTfH'^^l ^1^].

Therefore,

the minimum amount of energy,

E^2-A.* ^^^^ ^^^ capacitor must have to force the switch current to zero
and energize the stray inductance L

EC2-A = <1 + ^>^L-SWITCH + \ 2 - A

with energy E^

is given by

"

(2-40)

Actually, the initial capacitive energy must be more that this because real switches require a finite time to recover and the capacitor
must continue to supply the counterpulse current through the opening
switch during this recovery time.

An extended current-zero time is

usually achieved by installing a saturable reactor in series with the
opening switch.

The saturable reactor comes out of saturation at zero

current to present a large impedance in series with the switch and
hold the switch current near zero for a time T,_„p„Q,

the current-zero

time, which is dependent on the volt-second rating of the reactor and
the average voltage remaining on the counterpulse capacitor.

The extra

charge Q« that the capacitor must have to supply the counterpulse
current during the current-zero time T

„pnr» is given by

I—ZERO

^2 = ^ ^ 2 = ^Z^I-ZERO
where I

•

(2-41)

i s the average s t o r a g e c o i l c u r r e n t during time T^__„_Q and V2

i s the v o l t a g e on

C„

a t the beginning of the c u r r e n t - z e r o time.

t h e product of C2 and V2 i s s p e c i f i e d by

Eq, ( 2 - 4 1 ) ,

allowing a range

of choices c o n s t r a i n e d by system design and p r a c t i c a l i t y .
v a l u e s have been s e l e c t e d ,
pacitor

must

have

to

the a d d i t i o n a l

insure

a

sufficient

Only

Once these

energy E-,2_g t h a t
current-zero

time

the
can

cabe

determined from

\2-B = °-5V2 = °-5V2

•

^'-">

With the opening switch current
TT '7r'T3r»i
I—ZERO

^he

"frozen" at zero during time

capacltor discharges in series through the storage coil,

returning the energy E 2_3 to L ,
(2-42), the total capacitive energy

Therefore, from Eqs, (2-40) and
E 2_n.o^AL "^^^d^^ ^^

ensure an
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adequate counterpulse current for the required current-zero time is

^C2-T0TAL ° ^C2-A "^ ^C2-B

- (1 +
The

<2-43)

Y)EL-SWITCH

inductances

+

EL2-A

LswITCH ^^^

+ °-5C2^2
^2A ^^-^-^

"

<2-44)

generally

be minimized

with good system design, making the last term in Eq, (2-44) dominant.
Of the total capacitive energy E
but energy

EJ^2_A

dissipation).

^^^^

given by Eq, (2-44), all

^^ transferred to

Therefore,

L^

(ignoring normal circuit

the total increase in stored energy AE
LI J.

KjlT

i n L^ during t h e counterpulse operation i s given by

^ L l - C P " VsWITCH "^ ^C2-T0TAL " ^L2-A
^L1-CP= ^L1-A^^C2-B

* °''

^2-45)

•

Equations (2-45) and

(2-4 6)
(2-46) are equivalent

and give

the same

result, so that after the counterpulse operation, the storage coil
energy is increased by an amount

'^L1-CP = (2 + Y)E^^^^^^ + 0.5C2V2

.

(2-47)

A schematic diagram illustrating the energy flow relationships during
the counterpulse process, as described above, is shown in Fig, 2-15,
The coil current continues to flow through the counterpulse capacitor after the capacitor has expended its energy at the end of the
current-zero time.
the capacitor.

This current now acts to transfer energy back into

To attempt to stop this action would require another

opening switch, defeating the whole purpose of the counterpulse scheme.
The best course of action is to let the capacitor continue to recharge,
using the increasing voltage on the capacitor to force the current to
transfer to the load.

When the load switch S^ is closed, the capacitor

attempts to discharge through the load (loop current Io, Fig. 2-14).
Generally, the load current will attempt to rise to a peak value much
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^ E L | . B = EC2-B = '/*C2V22

^ELI.A=(2+Y)EL.SWITCH

ELI

OC

ECr

EC2
}EC2.A

EL-SWITCH

= 0+Y) E|_.SWITCH + EL2.A

Ec2B = '/^C2V22 = yzQ2V2

h-Tl.zERO-H
Fig. 2-15.

Diagram showing the relationships between
the energy in Lj, IgwiTCH* ^^^ ^2 during
the counterpulse process.

greater than the storage current

!_,

but when it is equal to the coil

current, the current in the counterpulse switch S2 reverses and S2
opens if it is a current-zero switch.

The load current is then clipped

at the value 1^ (the value of the coil current at that instant) and,
with

Cr, out of the circuit, the storage coil drives the load directly

until the load pulse is terminated by closing S^.

The energy to charge

the load inductance L2 to the current I Q comes from 02*
To determine the nature of the output pulse, the operation of the
equivalent circuit at the instant the load isolation switch S^
closed.

Fig. 2-16,

was analyzed in Appendix B for the case

is

L^ » L2.

The load current waveform then depends on the relative values of the
load resistance R,

the total inductance L2 of the discharge loop, and

the counterpulse and transfer capacitance C.
For the underdamped case (a < (UQ), the load current, Eq. (B-131),
is given by
l2(t) = I , { l - e ^'^cosw t + e °^^(a/a),)(2K - l)sinWjt}

,

(2-48)
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S3V =0

Fig. 2-16.

where I,

Equivalent c i r c u i t diagram of c a p a c i t i v e transfer c i r c u i t at the
i n s t a n t the load switch i s closed.

i s the i n i t i a l current in L^

when the load switch i s closed.

In t h i s equation, the damped system frequency O)^ i s given by
% = (-^0 - " ' ) ' ^ ^

(2-49)

the natural (undamped) system frequency (JOQ is
1/2
WQ = (I/L2C)

(2-50)

and the system damping factor a is
(2-51)

a = R/2L.
Finally, the charge factor K is defined by

K = V^/I^R

,

(2-52)

and is simply the ratio of the capacitor voltage V^ (at the instant
the load switch is closed) relative to the resistive part of the load
voltage during the load pulse.
For the critically damped case (a = OJQ) , the load current,
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Eq. ( B - 1 6 2 ) , i s g i v e n by
l 2 ( t ) = 1^(1 - e - a""-t + C((2K - D t e " ^ ' ' ' }

Finally,

for

the

overdamped

(2-53)

case

(a

> WQ) ,

the

load

current,

Eq. ( B - 1 8 3 ) , i s g i v e n by
- e- a t coshu^t + (a/a^)(2K - l)e"°'^sinha^t}

l 2 ( t ) = l^il

,

(2-54)

where t h e " h y p e r b o l i c f r e q u e n c y " 0)^ i s

u)jj=

2,1/2

(a

- (.Q)

(2-55)

For the three load conditions just described. Fig, 2-17 shows some
typical load current waveforms, normalized with respect to the coil
current level I

and the zero-damped case risetime, t__, given by
7="^
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Fig, 2-17,

RZ
Normalized load current waveforms for
the three general cases of damping.
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tj^ =

TT/2U)Q

.

(2-56)

As mentioned previously, if the counterpulse switch is a currentzero switch, then it will open when the capacitor current reverses.
This will limit the load current I
the coil current

I^

in all three cases to the value of

flowing at the instant the load switch is closed.

The dotted parts of the waveforms in Fig. 2-17 show what the load pulse
behavior would be if the counterpulse switch did not open to clip the
load current at the value I

= I^,

From Eqs. (2-48), (2-53), and

(2-54), expressions for the load current risetime tj^ for the "clipped"
case (when the counterpulse switch opens on a current zero to limit
l2(t) to the value I^) can be obtained.

The 0-to-lOO per cent risetime

t„y for the underdamped case, normalized to the zero-damped risetime
tj^2» Eq, (B-191), is

^RU^^RZ " (2ajQ/TTO0^)tan"-^{a)^/[a(2K - 1)]}

For the c r i t i c a l l y damped c a s e ,

,

(2-57)

t h e normalized r i s e t i m e t

/t^

from

Eq, (B-195), i s
^RK^^RZ = 2/[TT(2K - 1 ) ]
and for

,

t h e overdamped c a s e ,

(2-58)
the

normalized

risetime

t

/tj,_,

from

Eq, (B-201), i s
^RO^^RZ " (2a)Q/TraJ^)tanh"-^{(Djj/[a(2K - 1 ) ] }

,

(2-59)

Plots of the normalized risetimes of the output current pulse for
these three load conditions are shown in Fig, 2-18 as functions of the
charge factor K and the damping ration U/WQ [18], The dotted curve for
the critically-damped case separates the the curves for the underdamped
case from the curves for the overdamped case.

If the circuit is very

underdamped, then the risetime does not depend much on K and is about
t — t h e risetime for the zero-damped case.
On the other hand, if
RZ
the circuit is overdamped, then the risetime depends strongly on K.
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Plots of the "clipped-case" normalized risetimes
of the output current pulses. Fig. 2-17, as a
function of the capacitor charge factor K and
the damping ratio a/a)Q.

In fact, for strong overdamping, the counterpulse capacitor must be
charged to a minimum value (with K about one or greater) for the output
current pulse to ever reach the same magnitude as the coil current.
Repetitive operation with a single counterpulse capacitor depends
on two things.

First, the capacitor must always be recharged by the

storage coil with sufficient energy
next counterpulse operation.

E^2-TOTAL*

^'^'

(2-^^)»

for the

Second, the polarity of the capacitor

must be reversed between counterpulse operations so that its discharge
will always be counter to the main current in the opening switch.

The

first requirement can be met by sizing the capacitor in accordance with
Eq. (2-44).
problem.

Meeting the second

requirement

is primarily

a circuit

How it was achieved is the subject of much of the rest of

this dissertation.

CHAPTER III
EXPERIMENTAL ARRANGEMENT

As mentioned in Chapter I, the research program forming the basis
of this dissertation resulted in the invention of several new repetitive transfer circuits for high impedance loads.
a high-impedance

load

is defined

In this dissertation,

rather arbitrarily

for

inductive

storage systems as a resistance greater than about one ohm.

Because

the true "litmus test" for any new concept is how well it works in the
real world, each of the new circuits was tested experimentally, either
on a small scale at 25-50 A or at full scale at 5-10 kA,

This chapter

will briefly describe both the table top model for small scale testing
and the repetitive opening switch test facility for full scale testing.

Table Top Model
The table top model was built to allow the new energy transfer
circuits to be implemented rapidly and economically.

A preliminary

judgement about the viability of any given transfer circuit concept
could

then be made by studying

actual operating conditions.

the real waveforms obtained

under

Furthermore, the low voltages, currents,

and energies associated with small scale operation gave the luxury of
allowing component failures without catastrophic consequences.
A picture of the table top model is shown in Fig. 3-1, while the
circuit diagram of the test circuit is shown in Fig. 3-2.
storage coil L
6 5 A,

The energy

was a 19.83-mH iron core inductor which saturated at

The coil was energized by discharging the storage capacitor

through the coil by closing switch

S..

c,

Capacitor C- consisted of two

electrolytic capacitors in parallel, each rated at 1000 yF at 350 V.

A

variable transformer connected to the input of the full wave bridge
(FWB) rectifier allowed full control of the charging voltage on C^ and,
therefore, full control of the test current through Lj and S]^.
54

The FWB
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Fig, 3-1.

X-^

f

Table top model used to implement repetitive
transfer circuits on a small scale.

19.83 mH
MAIN
OPENING
SWITCH

TRANSFER
CIRCUIT
UNDER
TEST

!

^

I

1
CVRs AND SYSTEM GROUND
X X
C2
Fig. 3-2. Basic schematic diagram of the
table top model test circuit.
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rectifier also charged the counterpulse capacitor C« through disconnect
relay K which provided isolation during the pulse train operation.
pacitor C^ consisted of 1-3 standard ac capacitors,
and 660 V.

Ca-

each rated at 5 yF

Diode D, was used to crowbar the storage capacitor at peak

coil current, trapping the energy in L.. . The main opening switch S, as
well as any switches needed to implement the transfer circuit under
test were solid-state silicon controlled rectifier (SCR) switches. Type
2N3898.

These SCRs had a current rating of 35 A rms, but were used at

peak currents of about 50 A in burst-mode transfer operation.
Once the storage capacitor C

and counterpulse capacitor C

were

charged to the required voltage, the disconnect relay K was opened to
isolate C2 from the power supply and the power to the FWB rectifier was
shut off by opening the solid-state relay SSR,

The energy in C, was

then transferred to L, and burst-mode transfer circuit operation initiated.

The opening switch S.. and switches in the transfer circuit

were triggered by 15-V pulses from California Avionics* digital delay
generators

via miniature

isolation

transformers.

Currents

in

the

storage coil, opening switch, transfer circuit, and load were monitored
with four current viewing resistors (CVRs), nominally 0,01 ohm, T&M**
type 2M-4.

Voltages were monitored with lOOX voltage probes.

All the

data were recorded with Nicolet*** NIC-2090 digital oscilloscopes.

Repetitive Opening Switch
Test Facility
Full scale testing of opening switches and transfer circuits at
current

levels of 5-10 kA was performed

switch (ROS) test facility. Fig. 3-3.

in the repetitive opening

The ROS test facility incorpo-

rated much of the dual, 30-kA switch test facility used previously for

*California Avionics, P.O. Box 701, Palo Alto, CA

NM

94302.

**T&M Research Products, Inc., 129 Rhode Island NE, Albuquerque,
87108,
***Nicolet Instrument Corp,, 5225 Verona Road, Madison, WI

53711.
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Fig, 3-3.

Repetitive opening switch test facility

opening switch testing on a single-shot basis.

A paper describing the

facility in its earlier form [85] is reproduced in Appendix C,
A simplified schematic diagram of the ROS test facility is shown
in Fig, 3-4.

The main part of the facility consisted of the storage

and counterpulse capacitor banks, their charging supplies, the storage
inductor, switching ignitrons, and pulse generators for triggering the
ignitrons and TVGs.

The 1.44-mF storage capacitor C , used to energize

the storage inductor L,, was made up of 96 capacitors in parallel, each
rated at 15 yF and 20 kV.

By comparison, only 2 such capacitors in

parallel were needed for the counterpulse capacitor C^.

Capacitors C,

and C„ were charged with separate constant-current power supplies, PS^
and PS^, respectively, each using a variable transformer and monocyclic
constant-current network at the input to a high-voltage transformerrectifier unit [86],

The storage inductor consisted of a number of

series-connected pancake coils, each wound from 1/2" by 3" copper bar
and having an inductance of 35 yH
series gave a storage

[85].

Four such units connected in

inductance of 180 yH and 7 sections gave 300 yH.
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A

Simplified circuit diagram of ROS test facility.

After capacitors

C^

and

C^ were charged to their preset voltage

levels, their charging supplies were turned off and then protected by
opening the in-line vacuum contactors J-, J^, and J_ and by closing the
shorting vacuum contactors J2 and J,.

The test circuit was then ener-

gized by closing the size D start ignitron S.

to discharge the storage

capacitor C-, through the storage inductor L, and the closed vacuum
interrupter switch S^,,
S

At peak current,

the size D crowbar ignitron

was closed to trap the energy in the storage coil and initialize the

lES circuit.

At the end of each test, the inline switches (J.., J^, and

Jc) were closed to dump any energy remaining in capacitors
into the charging resistors

R^TJ»

TO

C, and

C^

further guarantee system safety,

Cn

the shorting balls SB were closed directly across the capacitors. Remaining operational details depended on the specific type of transfer
circuit being tested.
Safety and reliability were special considerations taken into ac-
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count during the design and construction of the test facility.

Oper-

ator safety was enhanced by automatic interlocks and grounding devices,
automatic control operation, and physical separation and electrical
isolation of the high voltage equipment from the control equipment.
Fig, 3-5,

Reliability was achieved by using single point grounding and

optical and pneumatic coupling of control signals.

Further details

about the control equipment are given in Appendix C,
Modifications to the original facility to enable repetitive operation consisted primarily of changing the digital delay generators to
commercial units, building and installing fiber-optic drivers capable
of operating at high repetition rates, and installing commercial* high
power pulse generators to trigger the TVGs at high repetition rates.
Test currents and voltages were monitored with four Nicolet tjrpe
NIC-2090 digital oscilloscopes.

Waveforms were stored on floppy disks

and transferred to a DEC** LSI-11 computer for further manipulation.

Fig. 3-5,

Control and data acquisition equipment,

*Cober Electronics, I n c , 102 Hamilton Ave,, Stamford, CT
and Velonex, 560 Robert Ave,, Santa Clara, CA 95050.
**Digital Equipment Corp., Maynard, MA

01754.

06902,

CHAPTER IV
PARALLEL COUNTERPULSE CIRCUITS

The experimental part of this program was based on extending the
proven counterpulse switch-opening technique to repetitive operation
and using fast-recovery, TVG switches as repetitive, current-zero type
opening switches.

The counterpulse method was selected because of its

significant reduction in switching demands, its elimination of the
fundamental

energy

losses

that

plague

direct-interruption

opening

switches, Eq. (2-27), and the single-shot transfer experience with this
method at LANL [11,87],

Triggered vacuum switches were selected be-

cause of their demonstrated voltage standoff and

current-conduction

capability, high-repetition-rate potential with the trigger system,
fast recovery rate following a current-zero, and relatively low cost
(compared to solid-state switches).

Three new circuits capable of

providing the counterpulse current repetitively were invented during
this research program and developed to enable repetitive interruptions
with current-zero opening switches [18]. Two of the circuits are known
as parallel counterpulse circuits because the counterpulse capacitor is
in parallel with the opening switch and the load, and the third circuit
is referred to as the series counter-pulse circuit because the counterpulse capacitor is in series with the opening switch and the load.
Each circuit was tested in the laboratory, either on a small scale at
25-50 A with silicon controlled rectifier (SCR) switches or at full
scale at 5-10 kA with vacuum switches.
of this research program

included

Recall that the technical goals

the demonstration

of

burst-mode

energy transfers from an inductive energy store to a 1-J2 load at the
10-kA level and at a pulse repetition rate of 1-10 kpps.

Bridge Counterpulse Circuit
Two key features are required in any repetitive transfer circuit
60
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using the counterpulse

technique and current-zero opening switches.

The first requirement is that the counterpulse capacitor must be recharged to the proper polarity between counterpulse operations.

The

second requirement is that the recharge operation not affect the output
pulse significantly.
As already mentioned in the description of the operation of the
counterpulse circuit of Fig. 2-3, the transfer of the current from the
opening switch to the counterpulse capacitor results in a natural recharge of the counterpulse capacitor by the energy storage coil immediately after each counterpulse operation, as shown in Fig. 2-4.

Hence,

an external power supply is required only for the initial charging of
the capacitor.

Generally,

the load isolation switches (S~ and/or S,)

are used to allow the recharge operation to occur before the output
pulse is initiated.
However, one problem with the natural recharge process remains—
the polarity of the counterpulse capacitor is reversed.

Therefore,

either the polarity of the capacitor must be reversed again or additional switches must be used to insert the capacitor into the circuit
in the reverse direction during the next counterpulse operation.

The

latter method was used in the first repetitive transfer circuit developed at LANL,

A bridge arrangement as commonly used for commutation

capacitors in inverter circuits [88] was suggested by Mr, M, Parsons
to reverse the direction of the counterpulse capacitor on succeeding
transfer cycles.

The use of a load isolation switch to allow a com-

plete recharge of the capacitor before initiation of the load pulse and
the use of current-zero switches in the counterpulse circuit to disconnect the capacitor from the circuit when the load pulse is initiated
were suggested by the author of this dissertation.

This new circuit

was first discussed at the 1981 Tamarron Opening Switch Workshop [5]:
Parsons discussed the basic operation of the circuit itself [89], while
Honig discussed the circuit and switching considerations for repetitive
operation in a companion paper [52], The resulting bridge counterpulse
circuit with a load isolation switch [90] was implemented and tested
on a small scale with a 6-ohm load. Fig, 4-1, using Type 2N3898 SCR
switches and the table top model described in Chapter III,
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Li

"^f

^"1 S-'^

Fig, 4-1,

Circuit diagram of bridge counterpulse
repetitive-pulse inductive energy storage
circuit implemented in the table top model.

The test sequence begins by charging the energy storage capacitor
C, and the counterpulse capacitor C2 to 300 V.

The storage inductor L

is then energized by closing the main opening switch S, to discharge
capacitor C, through L-. and S,,

At the peak current of 50 A, diode D^

conducts to crowbar C,, trapping the energy in L,.
The transfer cycle is initiated by creating a momentary current
zero in S , allowing it to open.

The switch current.

Fig, 4-2 (upper

trace), is counterpulsed to zero at t = 0 by closing bridge switches
Sj

and S^j

main current.
on C^

to discharge C^

through S.. in the direction opposing the

After S, opens,

at that time.

it must hold off the voltage remaining

Fig, 4-2 (lower trace).

current is diverted into

With S, open,

the coil

C», where the nearly-constant current causes

the voltage to reverse linearly with time.

During the first half of

the ramp, when the capacitor voltage is negative, the capacitor is
supplying energy to the storage coil; during the second half, when the
capacitor voltage is positive, the coil is returning energy to the
capacitor.
When the capacitor has been fully recharged to a voltage near the
expected load voltage (at t = 65 ys), the transfer to the load is
initiated by closing switch S .

The load current. Fig. 4-2 (middle

trace), then rises rapidly as C2 attempts to discharge through Rj^.
When the load current reaches the same level as the coil current, the
current flowing in series through the two bridge switches is zero and
they open, disconnecting the energized capacitor from the circuit.

The
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0
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I
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I0
+300 V
0
^-300V — I

0
Fig, 4-2.

100 ys

Voltage and current waveforms observed during
operation of the bridge counterpulse circuit
of Fig. 4-1: current in opening switch S^
(upper trace), current pulses in load resistor
RL (middle trace), and voltage across opening
switch S (lower trace).

storage coil then drives the load directly until the load pulse is
terminated by reclosing S.,

The load pulse is about 20 ps wide and has

a risetime of 1 ys.
With S

closed, the circuit remains in the storage mode until

the next counterpulse operation initiates another transfer cycle (in
this case, at t = 100 ys).

Because of the voltage reversal on C

during the first counterpulse operation,

C

must be inserted into the

circuit in the reverse direction, using bridge switches S2, and S2 , to
provide the proper polarity for the second current counterpulse through
S ,

The second and following transfer cycles then follow the same

sequence as the first cycle except that the bridge must always reverse
the direction that

C„

quent

operation.

counterpulse

is inserted into the circuit during each subseThe bridge counterpulse

circuit was

operated in the manner just described to produce an extended train of
50-A (peak) pulses in a 6-ohm load at a peak power level of 15 kW and
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a pulse repetition rate of 10 kpps.
The bridge counterpulse circuit was then implemented for testing
in the repetitive opening switch test facility,

A vacuum interrupter

switch and a TVG* switch were used in parallel as the main opening
switch while TVGs* were used for the load isolation switch and the
bridge counterpulse switches.

The storage and counterpulse parts of

the circuit were operated separately at the 5-kA level, with multiple
current counterpulse operation achieved in the closed vacuum interrupter.

However, operation of the complete circuit in a repetitive

transfer mode was not achieved due to unreliable triggering of the
bridge switches,

A total of six TVG switches required triggering but

only four high power pulse generators were available.

This required

operation of the bridge switches in pairs, two to a trigger generator,
and effectively halved the trigger energy available.

While multiple

counterpulse operation was achieved during system checkout, the bridge
operation became unreliable during total system testing and only single
output

pulses could

be generated.

Further

testing

of

the bridge

counterpulse circuit at full scale was abandoned.
High power testing of two other concepts proved

fruitful,

A

double-pulse experiment was done using a separate counterpulse bank and
switch for each output pulse, and a new repetitive pulse circuit requiring only four TVG switches was conceived, implemented, and tested.

Reversing Counterpulse Circuit
The reversing counterpulse circuit was invented in an effort to
develop a repetitive-pulse inductive storage circuit requiring fewer
switches than the bridge counterpulse circuit, which could not be
tested at high power levels due to lack of sufficient
trigger generators,

high power

A schematic of the reversing counterpulse circuit

is shown in Fig. 4-3.

Testing was done in the high power repetitive

switch test facility described in

Chapter III.

Switches TVG^ through

*Type ZR-7512, by General Electric Co., Tube Products Dept.,
Schenectady, NY 12345; or type GPV-63, by EG&G, Electro-Optics Div.,
35 Congress St., Salem, MA 01970.
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Fig, 4-3. Circuit diagram of reversing counterpulse repetitivepulse inductive energy storage and transfer circuit.
TVG, were commercial triggered vacuum gap switches, shown in Fig. 4-4.
Switch S

was a commercial, 4- or 7-inch diameter vacuum interrupter.*

Switches S , S , and S were commercial size D ignitrons.**
and D

Diodes D

were special assemblies on hand from previous experiments. The

energy storage capacitor bank C consisted of 96 capacitors, each rated
at 15 yF and 20 kV, while the counterpulse capacitor bank C2 consisted
of only 2 such capacitors.

Saturable reactor Lg.„ was made up of 11

cores wound from 1-mm thick silicon steel tape and had a total flux
rating of 0.08 Wb [75].
Simplified waveform representations. Fig. 4-5, and actual circuit
waveforms from a 23-MW, 5-kHz pulse train. Fig. 4-6, are shown to help
illustrate the circuit operation described below [91]. At time tQ, the
start switch S, is closed to discharge the 1.44-mF

energy

pacitor bank C through the 180-yH energy

inductor L^ and the

storage

storage ca-

closed vacuum interrupter opening switch S^,.

At t^, switch S2 closes

at peak current to trap the energy in L^.

The 5-kA test current

*Type W32325B or W33089, by Westinghouse Electric Corp., Electronic
Tube Div., Horseheads, NY 14845.
**Type 5553B, by National Electronics, Inc., Geneva, IL 60134.
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Fig. 4-4.

V2

Picture of GE (left) and EG&G (right) TVG switches.
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CONTACT
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to tl

Mo I Ml

•f—f-iJ—
Io -

ivi

Fig. 4-5.

Simplified waveform representations of reversing
counterpulse circuit operation.

(Fig. 4-6A) through L

and S

then

upon L, and the total

effective

decays

resistance

exponentially,

depending

of the storage loop.

For

this circuit, the decay time constant was about 17 ms. At time t2, the
contacts of S„j are mechanically parted to create a vacuum arc,
requisite for current-zero interruption later.
open by

t-,

separated

by

eventual recovery voltage.
counterpulse

capacitor

a distance
At t^,

The contacts are fully

sufficient

8 ms from tQ,

C2 is discharged

a pre-

through

to withstand

the

the precharged 30-yF
S^^ and

saturable

reactor Lg^^ (Fig, 4-6B, negative part) to produce a current zero in
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Fig. 4-6, Waveforms of 23-MW, 5-kpps operation of reversing counterpulse circuit: (A) current in Syj and TVGj^, (B) current
in C2, (C) voltage at node 1, and (D) current in RLOAD*
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Syi (Fig. 4-6A),

The time bases for the waveforms of Figs. 4-6B, 4-6C,

and 4-6D also begin at

t^.

At t^,

I^^^

comes out of saturation and

introduces a large inductance into the circuit, "freezing" the current
in S^j at a near-zero value for a time dependent on the volt-second
rating of the reactor and the average voltage remaining on C ,

If the

current-zero time (ty - t^) is long enough (about 20 ys), S ^ deionizes
and opens at t g, stressed by an initial
voltage

remaining

During the

on

C2

current-zero

at

that

recovery

time

voltage equal to the

(Fig, 4-6C,

time and after S

positive

part).

opens, the coil current is

diverted from the opening switch into the counterpulse circuit, where
it acts to reverse the polarity of C2 (Fig, 4-6C),

At t , when C

has

recharged to a voltage slightly greater than the expected load voltage,
about 5 kV (Fig, 4-6C), the load isolation switch TVG

is closed to

initiate the output current pulse (Fig, 4-6D) through the 1-Q load
resistor Rj-QAn •

-^^^ shape of the output current pulse is determined

by two separate circuit actions that occur on different time scales.
First, the load pulse risetime is determined by the discharge of C2
through the load and depends on the circuit

parameters

the stray inductance in the discharge loop.

^TOAD*

^2' ^^^

The rising part of the

load pulse terminates when the current through the counterpulse switch
TVG2 attempts to reverse directions, i.e,, when the capacitor discharge
current through the load equals the coil current I., flowing through
D,, TVG2, and C2.

The counterpulse

load pulse at the value IL]_»
overswing.

switch

and diode D.. then clip the

producing a fast-rising pulse with little

The risetime of the load pulse can be decreased by increas-

ing the voltage on C2 by delaying the closing of TVG_.

This effect can

be seen by the steeper risetime of the first load pulse versus the
second load pulse (Fig, 4-6D) resulting from the higher overcharge of
the capacitor during its first recharge (Fig, 4-6C) compared with its
second recharge.

A plot of the risetime versus the amount of over-

charge for various load conditions is given in Chapter II, Fig, 2-18,
Second, once TVG„ opens to remove C^ from the circuit, the flat part of
the load pulse is determined by the discharge of the storage inductor
L.. directly through RrQAn* causing the load pulse to decay with an
exponential time constant of about

^/^oAn*

^^ ^^^ energy delivered
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to the load during the load pulse is small compared with the total
stored energy, the load current remains essentially constant,

in this

demonstration, the load pulse energy was a significant fraction of the
stored energy and the load pulse decay was appreciable (Fig. 4-6D); in
other words,

the pulse length was a sizeable fraction of the

time constant.

At tg,

L-,/RjQAr)

closing the triggered main opening switch TVG^

terminates the load pulse (Fig, 4-6D) and returns the system to the
storage mode (Fig. 4-6A).
Before another transfer cycle can be initiated with a counterpulse
operation,

the polarity of C2 must be reversed.

by closing

reversing

switch TVG, at t Q to

small 30-yH Inductor L2 and then

interrupting

This is accomplished

discharge C
the

through the

reversing

(Fig, 4-6B positive part) at t .. at current zero and the peak
voltage.

reversed

The complete cycle just described must then be repeated for

each output pulse required,
crowbar switch S
pulse.

current

A't the end of the pulse train, the final

is closed to carry the

remainder of the test current

The load pulses were about 40 ys wide, had a 4-ys risetime

(0-100 % ) ,

and were spaced on a 200-ys interval, giving a pulse repe-

tition rate of 5 kpps.

7 5-MW, 5-kpps Burst-Mode Results
The inductance

of

the

storage

coil L- was increased to 300 yH,

increasing the decay time constant of the coil current to about 36ms.
By increasing the initial current in the storage, coil to 9 kA and by
following the same procedures described

in the previous section, a

train of 7 pulses at a peak power of 75 MW was delivered to the
load at a 5-kpps rate.

1-^

Waveforms of the current in the opening switch

and the load are shown in Fig. 4-7.

The first pulse reached a peak

current of 8,6 kA, while succeeding pulses had somewhat lower peak
values due to transfer of energy from the storage inductor to the load.
The pulses were 27 ys wide and had a risetime of 4 ys.

As a reference

point, the magnitude of the peak power delivered to the load for a few
microseconds was essentially equal to the average power consumed in
Los Alamos county (with a population about 17,000 and a workforce of
about 7,000 at the Los Alamos National Laboratory),
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Fig. 4-7,

Waveforms of the opening switch
current (A) and the load current
(B) during 75-MW, 5-kpps pulse
train operation of the reversing
counterpulse circuit of Fig. 4-3
(except with L^ = 300 yH).
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A comparison of the total energy transferred to the load versus
the decrease in stored energy during this pulse train indicated that
the operational efficiency, Eq. (2-1), was 77 % and would have been
81 % had the storage coil been lossless.
45 V for S^j and 60 V for TVG^.

Typical arc voltages were

It should be emphasized that the

opening switch achieved full Interruption of the current and there was
complete control (pulse-to-pulse) over load pulse initiation, duration,
repetition rate and, to some extent, risetime.

A picture of the ex-

perimental setup during these tests is shown in Fig. 3-3.
Burst-mode operation was terminated at the 75-MW level by the
failure of diode D,.

While these results were slightly short of the

initial objectives of 100 MW, no attempt was made to go to higher
power levels in a burst mode because 100-MW operation had already been
attained
section.

in

a

double-pulse

experiment, as

discussed

in

the

next

It is fully expected that the development of TVGs designed

specifically

for current-zero duty, when used with a small series

saturable reactor, will negate the need for the diodes used in series
with the counterpulse start and reversing TVG switches.

100-MW Double-Pulse Demonstration
Multiple-pulse operation at the 100-MW power level, one of the
project goals, was achieved with the double-pulse circuit. Fig. 4-8,
implemented

in

the

repetitive

opening

switch

test

facility.

The

double-pulse circuit used two separate counterpulse capacitor banks;
otherwise, it was essentially the same as the reversing counterpulse
circuit, with vacuum interrupter type W32325B used.
The double-pulse circuit operated essentially the same as the
reversing

counterpulse

circuit

described

in

the

previous

section.

However, instead of using one counterpulse bank with a voltage reversal
scheme, the double-pulse circuit used a separate counterpulse bank for
each output pulse, and its operation was limited to two pulses.

The

load current waveform obtained during 100-MW, double-pulse operation
with a 1-ohm load is shown in Fig. 4-9.

The first output current pulse

reached a peak of 10 kA while the second pulse reached
pulses were 30 ys wide and had a risetime (10-90 %) of 7 ys.

8 kA,

The
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100-MW double-pulse demonstration.
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Fig. 4-9.
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Load current waveform of 100-MW (peak),
7-kpps (effective), double-pulse operation of circuit shown in Fig. 4-8.

CHAPTER V
SERIES COUNTERPULSE CIRCUIT

The third repetitive counterpulse and transfer circuit invented
and developed during the research program for this dissertation is the
series counterpulse circuit—in which the counterpulse capacitor is
located in series with the opening switch and load [18,92].

Both the

bridge counterpulse and reversing counterpulse circuits of the previous
chapter operate with an inherent delay from the application of the
counterpulse to the beginning of the load pulse. Figs. 4-2 and 4-6.
The total delay time is the sum of the time required to counterpulse
the opening switch and the time needed to recharge the counterpulse
capacitor.

This delay time requires that one must anticipate the need

for a load pulse well in advance, something which may be impractical
for some applications.
In contrast, the series counterpulse circuit has no such delay
problems because the counterpulse current flows in series through both
the load and the opening switch.

Therefore, the load current pulse

begins at the same time as the counterpulse is initiated.

Figure 5-1

shows a circuit diagram of the series counterpulse circuit as it was
implemented for testing in the table top model.

As with the reversing

counterpulse circuit. Fig. 4-4, the series counterpulse circuit has the
advantage of requiring a total of only four current-zero type opening
switches.

Furthermore, it has the same advantage as the six-switch

bridge counterpulse circuit. Fig. 4-1, of not requiring the counterpulse reset operation for repetitive duty.

In these ways, it combines

the best of both previous circuits.
With the series counterpulse circuit

in the storage mode, the

storage

current I_^ flows through

trace),

and the counterpulse capacitor is charged to a voltage VQ.

time t = 0,

switches S

and S-,

the load switch S3 closes and C2 discharges
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Fig. 5-1.

Schematic circuit diagram of the series counterpulse
circuit as implemented in the table top model.
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200

300 ys

Waveforms of 25-A, 10-kpps operation of series
counterpulse circuit. Fig. 5-1, showing counterpulse capacitor voltage (upper trace), load
current pulses (middle trace), and opening switch
current (lower trace).

and the main opening switch S2. Therefore, both the load current pulse
and the current counterpulse are initiated simultaneously.

When the

load pulse. Fig. 5-2 (middle trace), reaches the value of the storage
current I-. flowing through S2,
S

opens.

the opening

switch current is zero and

For large scale operation with TVG switches, a saturable
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reactor would be needed in series with S2 to provide
zero time.
ferred to

The energy

RLOAD

and ^LOAD*

adequate current-

remaining in C2 when S2 opens is

^^'^ ^1 ^^ ^^® ^ ° ^ ^

"^^^ nearly-constant

then

current flows through S,,
current

reversed

Capacitor C2 then

slightly, switch S, is closed

attempts to discharge

C2, S^,

causes the voltage on Cp,

Fig. 5-2 (upper trace), to reverse in a linear fashion.
voltage has

trans-

After the

to bypass C2.

through S, and in the reverse

direction through S^y causing S^ to open automatically at zero current.
The remainder of the load pulse current then flows through
and S^ until it is terminated by reclosing S2.

switches S-,

The inverse voltage of

C2 then acts to counterpulse the load switch S^, turning it off at
current zero and forcing the transfer of any energy stored in the inductance of the load back to L .

Counterpulsing the load off also

produces a rapid, linear cutoff of the load pulse, rather than an exponential decay as is characteristic of parallel counterpulse circuits.
An optional bypass diode D

may be used in parallel with any load

resistance to reduce the voltage required on C
The storage

to counterpulse S^ off.

current now flows through S, and S» and in the reverse di-

rection through C2, working to recharge C^ to its initial

conditions.

When the voltage on capacitor Cj reaches VQ, C ^ again has enough energy
to perform the next counterpulse operation,

and S.. is closed to bypass

Cp and return the system to the storage mode,
cycle.

completing one

transfer

The waveforms of Fig. 5-2 show operation of the series counter-

pulse circuit at a current level of 25 A and at pulse repetition rate
of 10 kpps.

Note that the load current begins at the same time that

the opening

switch current

is counterpulsed

to zero and

that the

counterpulse capacitor is recharged after each load pulse.
Because

the counterpulse

current

flows

through

the load, the

series counterpulse capacitor must be charged to essentially twice the
initial voltage than is required with parallel counterpulse circuits.
This also requires that the voltage ratings of the transfer circuit
switches be doubled.

However, the load pulses do have a faster rise-

time due to operation at a higher K factor. Fig, 2-18,

Furthermore,

the counterpulse operations at both the beginning and ending of the
load pulse provide the pulse with sharp leading and trailing edges.

CHAPTER VI
RAILGUN SYSTEMS

The first part of this dissertation dealt with the problems of
energy transfer from an inductive store to a high impedance load (oneohm or greater), with emphasis on operation at high repetition rates.
Another problem of interest is the repetitive transfer of energy from
inductive stores to low impedance loads at high current levels.

At

high current levels, normal switch dissipation and the effects of stray
inductance must be properly accounted for and dealt with.

The opening

switch must operate with a very small conduction drop to minimize the
ON-state dissipation.

Furthermore, if the opening switch is a direct-

interruption switch, then both the switch inductance and the initial
load inductance must be minimized to keep the switch from absorbing a
significant amount of energy, Eq, (2-27), during the transfer.

Background
A particularly difficult, high-current, low impedance application
for inductive energy storage is the repetitive railgun system.
railgun, the simplest and most

successful

type of

In the

electromagnetic

launcher, a projectile sliding between two parallel rails acts as a
sliding switch or electrical short between them [93].

By passing a

large current I down one rail, through the projectile (or a conducting
sabot or plasma behind it), and back along the other rail, as shown in
Fig. 6-1, a large magnetic field B is built up behind the projectile,
accelerating it to a high velocity by the _£ X ^

force.

Projectile

velocities over 10 km/s have been reported [94]. Because the railgun's
driving force is electromagnetic, the velocity of railgun projectiles
is not limited to the sonic velocity of a driving gas, as in light-gas
and conventional guns.

Due to their direct conversion of electrical

energy to kinetic energy and the high velocities attainable, therefore,
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Fig. 6-1,

Schematic of railgun electromagnetic launcher,

railgun systems have considerable potential for application as a weapon
system and as a tool in physics research, such as in equation-of-state
studies [95],
One of the major problems of railgun systems is the power supply,
which must be able to supply large amounts of energy (a few to tens of
megajoules) at high current levels (a fraction to a few megamperes).
For a given final velocity, the shortest allowable railgun length is
obtained by driving the projectile at the maximum permissible accelerating force throughout the launch.

Because the accelerating force on

the projectile is proportional to the square of the current, railguns
are best driven by generators capable of providing
current.

nearly-constant

In addition, the high peak power and large total energy re-

quired quickly lead to the requirement

for an intermediate energy

storage system between the railgun and the prime power source, as was
discussed in Chapter I,

With "current source" characteristics and a

high energy storage density, inductive energy storage is a logical
candidate to meet these requirements.
In a railgun system with an inductive energy store. Fig, 6-2, a
high current, low voltage power supply PS, such as a homopolar generator,

energizes the storage

closed switch S,,

coil L

to a current level IQ through the

For good system efficiency,

should be much less than the coil \ l \

the coil charging time

decay time constant [9],

Near

the time of peak current in the coil, the projectile is inserted into
the breech and S
railgun load.

is opened to force the current to transfer to the

For simplicity, S^ is shown as a direct-interruption

opening switch, but a current-zero opening switch and the counterpulse
technique might also be used.
With the projectile near

the

breech,

the

railgun

load

is
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RAILGUN

L',R'

Fig, 6-2,

Schematic diagram of inductively-driven railgun.

essentially a short

circuit and the current transfers from S

rapidly.

The current transfer process, therefore, is dominated by the switch
inductance Ig^^-j-^^jj and the stray
tween S^ and the railgun breech.

inductance L
These

of the

connections be-

inductances must be minimized

to keep the energy dissipated in a direct-interruption opening switch
reasonably small, Eq, (2-27),

After the current transfers and the

opening switch has recovered, the railgun impedance increases rapidly
as the projectile is accelerated down the rails.
Switching demands in inductively-driven railguns include current
conduction from hundreds of kA to a few MA, conduction times of a few
to many ms, recovery voltages of 1-10 kV after conduction, and opening
and closing duty.
required.

Repetitive operation up to about 50 pps may also be

These demands, particularly for repetitive opening duty, are

far beyond the capability of present switches and most switch concepts.
Furthermore, circuit considerations are as important under these
operating conditions as are switching considerations.

Under conditions

of constant-current drive, as will be discussed in the next section,
the energy stored in the inductance of the rails equals the kinetic
energy in the projectile.

If the energy remaining in the railgun in-

ductance when the projectile exits the gun is not recovered, then it
must be dissipated, limiting the operating efficiency of a repetitive
system to 50 %.

This greatly increases the demands on the prime power

source and the main inductive store.

The effective utilization of in-

ductive storage for this application depends upon advances in opening
switch technology.

Furthermore, its use would be greatly enhanced by
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the development of efficient transfer circuits with the capability to
recover energy from the load.
Analysis
Because the impedance of the railgun is distributed equally along
its length (like a transmission line), it can be modeled electrically
as having a series inductance L', a series resistance R', and a shunt
capacitance C , all per unit length.
and R' is about 0,1 mS^/m.

Typically, L' is about 0,5 yH/m

In contrast, C

is only about 9 pF/m (for

the case where the gap between the rails equals the rail width) and can
be safely ignored, therefore, for all practical railgun designs.
Effective Impedance
As the projectile travels down the rails, the total resistance and
inductance of the railgun load increase linearly with the projectile
position X,

Hence, the impedance of the rails can be modeled as an

inductance L(x) in series with a resistance R(x) and the arc voltage
drop V

ARC

, as shown in Fig, 6-3, where

L(x) =

LQ

+ L'x

,

(6-1)

R(x) =

RQ

+ R'x

,

(6-2)

L' = 4^ ,

(6-3)

dx

R' = 4 ^ , and

(6-4)

dx
where LQ is the initial load
sistance.

inductance and RQ is the initial load re-

Initial conditions RQ and LQ,

due primarily to the circuit

connections at the breech, will be neglected in the following analysis.
The loop equation for the circuit of Fig, 6-3 gives the voltage V
at the breech of the railgun, with a conduction drop V^^ of the
plasma behind the projectile, as
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Fig. 6-3,

Circuit diagram for simplified model of a railgun.

It is useful to consider the effective impedance for the simplest
case—a lossless railgun driven by a constant-current source.

In this

case, Eq. (6-5) may be simplified considerably because we have

^ARC = ^^ = ^ ^^/^^ = ° •

(6-6)

Furthermore, the dL/dt term may be written as
dL
dt

dL dx
dx dt

L'v

(6-7)

where the velocity v of the projectile is

V

=

dx
dt

(6-8)

Using Eqs. (6-2) and (6-7) in Eq. (6-5), the voltage for the lossless,
constant-current case may then be written as

V = IR'x + IL'v

.

(6-9)

Therefore, the effective resistance R* of the lossless railgun during
constant-current operation, using Eq. (6-9), is given by

R* = V/I

(6-10)

,

= R'x + L'v

.

(6-11)
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The effective impedance increases with both position x and velocity v
in a nonlinear, time-varying manner.

During acceleration, the second

terms in Eqs. (6-9) and (6-11) begin to dominate when the velocity
exceeds a value v .^. , given by
critical
^
V ,,, T = R'x/L'
critical

.

(6-12)

Thereafter, the breech voltage and the effective resistance increase
almost linearly with the increase in velocity.
For actual railguns, the terms neglected in Eq. (6-6) will be
important and should be considered, generally by computer modeling.
In the following computer analysis of inductively-driven railguns, the
effects of the rail resistance have been included, but the loss in the
arc of a plasma armature was neglected to simplify interpretation of
the results.

The plasma arc loss, which can be 20 % or more of the

energy delivered to the railgun, should be considered when actually
designing a railgun system with a plasma armature.

Energy and Force Considerations
For the case of constant-current drive, it can be shown that the
energy stored in the inductance of the gun at any given instant equals
the kinetic energy in the projectile.

From Eq. (6-5), with dl/dt = 0

for the constant-current case, the voltage V at the breech of the
railgun is given by
V = l|^+IR(x)+V^^

.

(6-13)

Now, the energy E^g delivered to the railgun by the power supply i s
given by
E^3 = / „ V I d C

.

Substituting Eq. (6-13) into Eq. (6-14) then gives

(6-14)
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Now the energy E^ delivered to the resistance R(x) is given by
E^ = /^ I^ R(x) dt

,

(6-16)

and the energy E

delivered to the plasma arc is

so that Eq. (6-15) becomes

^PS = ^' -^ "I- + \
= l\(x)

+ ^ARC

+ Ej^ + E ^ ^

(^-18>
.

(6-19)

2
Therefore, the term I L(x) can be interpreted as being the total energy
delivered to the inductance L(x) and the projectile. Now, the energy
FL stored in the inductance of the railgun is simply
E

= 0.5L(x)I^

,

(6-20)

ia

so that the remainder of I L(x), given by

\E ^ ^^^^""^ ' h

'

must be the kinetic energy FL

^^"^^^
in the projectile.

Substituting both

Eq, (6-19) and Eq, (6-20) into Eq, (6-21) gives the kinetic energy
E^„ = L(x)I^ - 0,5L(x)I^

(6-22)

KE

= 0.5L(x)I2

(6-23)

= E^

(6-24)

,

proving that the kinetic energy equals the railgun inductive energy
for the constant-current case.
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Using Eq. (6-21), an expression for the force on the projectile
can also be obtained.

The kinetic energy E^„ is given by

2
Ej^E = 0-^v

,

(6-25)

where m is the mass of the projectile and v is its velocity. Substituting Eq. (6-25) into Eq. (6-23) gives
0.5mv^ = 0.5L(x)I^

,

(6-26)

Taking the time derivative of both sides of Eq, (6-26) yields
dv

^

-.T2

dL

" ^ d T ' °-^^ dT •

, , „_,.

<*-">

Now the projectile acceleration a is defined as
dv
a = ^

.

(6-28)

Therefore, dividing both sides of Eq. (6-27) by v (or dx/dt) gives

„,a = 0,5 4 ^ ^ I^ .

(6-29)

dx/dt
The force f on the projectile is defined as
f = ma

,

(6-30)

so that after substituting Eq, (6-30) into Eq, (6-29), the force on
the projectile is given by
f = 0 , 5 ^ I^
dx

(6-31)

= 0,5L'l2

(6_32)

^

where L' = -;—, Eq, (6-3), is the inductance per unit length as
dx
discussed earlier.
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Lossless, Constant-Current Case
A

complete analysis of

the performance of a railgun system

requires computer modeling, as will be discussed later.

However, a

good approximation can be obtained by first studying the case of a
lossless railgun driven by a constant-current power supply.
constant-current drive, the projectile is subjected

With

to a constant

acceleration a given by, from Eqs. (6-30) and (6-32),
a = f/m
= L'I^/2m

(6-33)
.

(6-34)

For conditions of constant acceleration, the velocity v is given by
V = VQ + /^ a dt

(6-35)

= V + at

(6-36)

= VQ + L'I^t/2m

,

(6-37)

where v^ is the initial projectile velocity at insertion into the
railgun. The position x can be calculated from
X = X Q + /Q V dt
-Xo-VQt./Qatdt

(6-38)
,

where XQ is the initial projectile position.

(6-39)
With the acceleration

held constant, Eq. (6-39) becomes
X =XQ+VQt

+0.5at2

= XQ + VQt + L ' I ^ t ^ / 4 m

(6-40)

,

(6-41)

Generally, one is interested in conditions necessary to achieve a given
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f i n a l v e l o c i t y w i t h a c e r t a i n mass and a c c e l e r a t i o n .
therefore,
locity

t h e time

Vp_^^

t^^^^

From Eq,

(6-37),

required to achieve a given p r o j e c t i l e ve-

w i t h a c o n s t a n t - c u r r e n t d r i v e and w i t h z e r o i n i t i a l

d i t i o n s (XQ = VQ = 0)

is

V C C = 2mVp_^^/L'l2

,

From Eqs. (6-41) and (6-42),

con-

(6-42)
the barrel length \_rr

needed to achieve

launch at a final velocity Vp_QQ under constant-current conditions is

Vcc = "(Vcc)'^'-'^' •

(^-")

Equation (6-43) could also have been obtained using the fact that the
kinetic and inductive energy are equal for the constant-current case.

Computer Model
Because real power supplies will not be able to deliver a constant
current at the power and energy levels required, an increase in both
the launch time, Eq, (6-42), and the barrel length, Eq, (6-43), will
result.

To investigate the effects of using variable-current non-ideal

power supplies, a computer program using the NET-2 network analysis
code was written [96], based on the railgun model shown in Fig. 6-4,
The power supply was assumed to be a dc supply coupled with a large
inductive energy store. With switch

S

closed, the dc supply charges

the storage coil to the initial current level, I Q megamperes.

At time

t = 0, the projectile is inserted into the railgun with zero initial
velocity, and the ideal opening switch S
I(t) to the load.

opens to transfer the current

The Instantaneous accelerating

force f(t), from

Eq, (6-32), is then given by

f(t) = 0.5L'[I(t)]^

,

(6-44)

so that the Instantaneous acceleration a(t), from Eq, (6-34), is

a(t) = L'[I(t)]^/2m

.

(6-45)
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Fig, 6-4,

Circuit diagram of railgun computer model.

The instantaneous projectile velocity and position can then be obtained by integration, using Eqs, (6-37), (6-39), and (6-45), so that

v(t) =

SQ

a(t) dt

x(t) =

SQ

v(t) dt

where

initial

(6-46)

, and

(6-47)

conditions VQ and XQ are assumed to be zero. As energy

transfers to the projectile and to the impedance of the railgun, the
current level in the storage coil decreases and the acceleration of the
projectile, Eq, (6-45), decreases correspondingly.

The new velocity

and position, Eqs, (6-46) and (6-47), are then calculated based on the
updated acceleration and velocity.

The analysis follows an iterative

process, but it is easily handled by the computer.
As an example, a railgun system for launching a 1-kg mass to a velocity of 1 km/s was investigated.
pedance were assumed:

L' = 0.5 yH/m

Typical values for the railgun imand

R' = 0.1 mi^/m.

The initial

current in the storage inductor—and the maximum driving current in the
railgun~was set equal to 1 MA,

At the velocity of 1 km/s, the pro-

jectile would have a kinetic energy E^^^, Eq, (6-25), of

E^^ = 0.5mv^ = 0.5(1 kg)(10^ m/s)^

= 500 kJ

(6-48)

(6-49)
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The inductor was sized to store five times the energy in the projectile, or a total stored energy EQ of 2.5 MJ, so that the storage
inductance L.. became

\

=

" 2(2.5X10^ J)/(10^ A)^

2EQ/IO

= 3 yH

.

(6-50)
(6-51)

The maximum force on the projectile, Eq. (6-32), would be
f =

0,5L'IQ

= 0,5(5X10"^ H/m)(10^ A)^

= 2.5X10^ nt

,

(6-52)
(6-53)

resulting in a maximum acceleration on the 1-kg projectile of about
25,000 g's (accelerations of gravity).
To obtain a first-order checkpoint for the computer calculations,
the acceleration time and barrel length were first calculated for the
constant-current case.

The acceleration time tp_pp, Eq. (6-42), for

the constant-current case with zero initial velocity is
tj._Q^ = 2mVp_^^/L'lQ = 2(1 kg)(10^ m/s)/(5X10"^ H/m)(10^ A ) ^
= 4 ms

.

(6-54)
(6-55)

The barrel length Xp_^^, Eq, (6-43), for the constant-current case is

^-CC == '"(^F-CC^^/^'^O = ^^ kg)(10^m/s)^/(5X10"'' H/m)(loS)^
= 2m

,

(6-56)
(6-57)

The variable-current case for two different-sized storage coils
and for zero initial projectile velocity was simulated on the computer
using the NET-2 network analysis code. The program itself is given in
Appendix D, Program No, 1,

As discussed earlier, the analysis was
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based on the use of Eqs. (6-44)-(6-47).

The projectile was accelerated

until it reached a velocity of at least 1 km/s, corresponding to a kinetic energy Ej^^ of 500 kJ,

The calculated electrical waveforms for

the railgun and the predicted projectile performance parameters are
shown in Figs. 6-5 through 6-14.

The curves denoted with small circles

correspond to the case where the initial inductive energy E Q is 5 times
the final projectile ( E Q = SE^^^) , while the curves denoted with squares
correspond to the case where E Q = lOOFL . Essentially, the latter case
is equivalent to the constant-current case.
For the two cases, the current I^^ in the storage coil L.. is shown
in Fig, 6-5, while the variation in energy E^^, remaining in L
in Fig. 6-6,

The current Ij^2 ^^^

energy E,2 in the

is shown

nonlinear, time-

varying railgun load are shown in Figs. 6-7 and 6-8, respectively.

The

node voltage N(2) at the breech of the railgun is shown in Fig, 6-9,
The projectile kinetic energy E^_ (designated XIO in the program) is
shown in Fig, 6-10.

The projectile acceleration a (X2 in the program)

is shown in Fig. 6-11; the velocity v (or XI) is shown in Fig, 6-12;
the position x (or XO) is shown in Fig, 6-13,

Finally, the velocity v

versus the position x (or XI versus XO) is shown in Fig, 6-14,

Note

the close agreement obtained between the computer results of the case
where E Q = lOOE

and

the results of the checkpoint

for the constant-current case, Eqs, (6-55) and (6-57):
and t

r —CC

= 4 ms to get to a velocity of 1 km/s.

calculations
\

r^n ~ 2 m

From Fig, 6-14, it

can be seen that using a storage coil with energy of only five times
the desired projectile energy requires a barrel length that is about
30 % longer than is needed in the constant-current case.
Although the example described above is helpful for understanding
the operation of a railgun, further insight can be gained by examining
the parameters which have a critical effect on the performance of a
railgun system.

As mentioned previously, the ideal system or reference

case consists of a lossless railgun driven by a constant-current power
supply.

The effects of rail losses and of using a non-ideal power

supply can then be judged by one simple criterion:

"How much extra

barrel length does the non-ideal system require to produce the same
projectile velocity obtained with a constant-current power supply?"
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o

TIME
Fig, 6-5,

Current Ij^i in energy storage coil L^ during
railgun simulation with E Q = 5Ej^g [(o) curve]
and with E-. = lOOE
[(D ) curve].
0
KE

TIME
Fig. 6-6.

Energy E^-i^ stored in L-^ for the
two cases described above.
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TIME
Fig. 6-7.

*10

Current 1^2 i^ ^he railgun load.

TIME
E
stored in railgun inductance L(x).
Fig, 6-8, Energy h^^
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Fig. 6-10.

Projectile kinetic energy E^^^ = XIO.
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TIME
Fig. 6-11.

Projectile acceleration a = X2.

ao
TIME
Fig. 6-12.

ao

Projectile velocity v = XI
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Fig, 6-13,

P r o j e c t i l e p o s i t i o n x = XO,

1400.0

ao

Fig, 6-14,

Plot of projectile velocity v = XI
versus position x = XO,
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To investigate the impact that using a non-ideal system has on the
required barrel length, the computer program just described was used to
study two critical parameters—the

resistance of the rails and the

amount of energy E Q stored in the inductor relative to the desired
kinetic energy E^^^ imparted to the projectile.

The reference case used

a 4-m railgun with an inductance gradient L' of 0,5 yH/m to drive a
2-kg projectile to a velocity of 1 km/s (E^^. = 1 MJ) in 8 ms with a
1-MA constant-current source.
Using the computer program, four values of rail resistance and a
wide range of energy storage ratios were studied.

The peak current I Q

and inductance gradient L' were the same as in the reference case.

The

railgun barrel length X^ required to produce a given launch velocity Vp
versus a range of energy storage ratios
Fig. 6-15.

EQ/EL

is shown plotted in
^y-rr—^^^

The barrel length is normalized with respect to

barrel length required to achieve the projectile velocity v
constant-current conditions.

under

Each curve corresponds to a different

value of rail resistance used.

To make the results apply to railgun

systems in general, the resistance effect was included by considering
instead the railgun L'/R' decay time constant and normalizing it with
respect to the constant-current case launch time,

'^TAUNCH-CC*

through

the loss parameter Z, defined as

Z = (L- / R') / (^uNCH-CC>

>

<^-^«)

with Z ranging from infinity for the lossless case to one-half for the
most resistive case.

The effect of using a non-ideal power supply can

be seen by the Increase in barrel length

required as EQ/E^

decreases.

The effect of rail resistance can be seen in the shift of the knee of
the curves towards higher energy storage ratios as the rail resistance
increases. This shift is to be expected and is due to a reduction in
the power supply effectiveness as energy is diverted away from the acceleration process by the rail resistance.

The effect of the plasma

arc drop behind the projectile, not included here, would simply be an
upward shift of each of the curves.

These results show that a compro-

mise between inductor size and extra barrel length depends both on rail
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10

20

12

EQ/EKE

Fig. 6-15.

Variation in railgun barrel length versus energy
storage ratio for various cases of rail resistance,
normalized to the constant-current case.

resistance and total stored energy.

For the lossless case (Z = » ) ,

operation at an energy storage ratio of 3 to 6 should be satisfactory,
but the most resistive case studied (Z = 2) is optimized with a higher
energy ratio E /EL. —more likely in the range of 6 to 10.

Transfer Circuit Considerations
As mentioned previously, operation of a railgun results in the
rail inductance storing about as much energy as is in the projectile.
If the energy stored in the rail inductance is not recovered after the
projectile exits, then it must be dissipated.

Some of the energy will

be dissipated by the rails, but most can be dissipated by an external
muzzle resistor or in an arc blown out into the air at the muzzle.
Failure to recover the load inductive energy in repetitive systems will
greatly reduce their operating efficiency and correspondingly increase
their prime power and energy storage requirements.
An alternative to dissipating the energy is to crowbar or short-
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circuit the breech of the railgun to allow the magnetic energy trapped
in the inductance of the gun to continue to drive the projectile.

The

effectiveness

the

of

self-consistent,

this

scheme

variable-current

was

investigated

computer

model

of

using
the

railgun

discussed in the previous section.

The slightly modified program is

given in Appendix D, Program No. 2.

The projectile was assumed to be

accelerated to a given velocity using a constant-current source, I.., to
to drive a lossless railgun. Fig. 6-16.
crowbar switch S

After the breech opening and

was closed, the projectile was further accelerated by

the magnetic energy remaining in the rail Inductance R(x), A normalized plot of the energy in the railgun inductance versus projectile
position is shown in Fig. 6-17,

At time t = 0, switch S.. opens to in-

itiate the acceleration of the projectile from position x = 0.

Energy

is added linearly (with respect to projectile position) to the projectile and to the rail inductance until the breech crowbar switch is
closed at time

t = t ,

The projectile position at time t, is defined

as 1 unit of barrel length, x., and the maximum inductive energy in the
gun is defined as 1 unit of energy, E.. .

After the breech switch is

closed, energy is added to the projectile at the expense of the energy
in the rail inductance.
ized barrel length

X/X,

The results of Fig, 6-17 show that the normalmust be made twice as long to recover 50 % of

the gun's inductive energy and made 5 times as long to recover 80 %,
It is clear that this scheme rapidly becomes Impractical, with the
extra energy recovered not being worth the extra barrel length needed.

r^^

L(X)

Si/ t = l

0
Fig. 6-16.

4X^

Constant-current, lossless railgun model
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Fig, 6-17.

Normalized plot of railgun energy versus
barrel length, showing the effectiveness
of the breech crowbar scheme for the recovery of energy from the rail inductance.

To fully recover the energy stored in the gun's inductance, one
must use resonant circuits.

When the projectile has reached its re-

quired velocity or has exited the barrel (whichever comes first), a
crowbar switch across the muzzle is closed.
flowing through the storage inductor
that time.

L

Let I_ be the current

and the load inductor

L

at

By connecting a precharged capacitor C, across the in-

ductors, as shown in Fig. 6-18, one can set up a resonant circuit condition to cause the current in the load inductor to oscillate through
zero.

All the circuit energy can then be trapped in L

by closing a

switch (not shown in Fig. 6-18) across the capacitor at the instant the
energy in C

and L

either direction.

is zero.

The oscillation in L

can be initiated in

If the initial capacitor voltage VQ is negative, the

current in L2 will be driven towards zero in a manner
counterpulse technique for switches.

identical to the

The initial capacitive energy re-

quired to cause a current zero in L_ is obtained from Eq. (2-40),

with

replacing Y = L SWITCH^^l*
SWITCH an d X = ^2^^-^
Therefore, the energy Ep required in capacitor C- is given by
inductor L2 replacing L
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Li

••2

1

lo

7M

V

Vo

Cl

F i g , 6-18.

^-

Resonant c i r c u i t for energy
recovery from load Inductance.
(6-59)

E^ = (1 + X ) E L 2

where the stray inductance of the counterpulse loop is assumed to be
small compared to the inductance of the load (so that the equivalent of
L«. in Fig, 2-14 can be ignored).
On the other hand, if V
ficient energy,

the current in

is positive and the capacitor has sufL2

will first swing to a value of 2IQ

before reversing and coming through zero.

The same amount of initial

capacitive energy, Eq. (6-59), is still required.
variation in the capacitor C and in the

load

A plot of the energy

inductance L

during the

resonant energy recovery process is shown in Fig. 6-19 (for both recovery methods).

An energy storage ratio of E /FL

= 5, corresponding

to an inductance ratio of L2^^1 = X = 0.2, was used to illustrate typical operating conditions.
method

The key differences are that the overpulse

doubles the current in L2>

causes four times the stress in the

rails, and takes three times longer to recover the load energy than the
counterpulse method.

Determining which method is best depends on a

number of factors, including switching schemes and railgun resistance
and stress limits.

The counterpulse method imposes less stress on the

rails and is more efficient
in one-third the time.

because the current zero in L2 is produced

However, it generally requires more switches to

implement than the overpulse method.
A repetitive energy transfer and energy recovery circuit requiring
only four switches and employing the counterpulse technique for both
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F i g . 6-19.

P l o t s of the energy v a r i a t i o n i n (A) t h e
load i n d u c t o r and (B) the t r a n s f e r c a p a c i t o r during resonant energy recovery
o p e r a t i o n with the counterpulse (curve 1)
and overpulse (curve 2) methods.
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switch opening and energy recovery is shown in Fig. 6-20.

Switches S.,

829 and S3 are shown as rod array TVG switches, but other currentzero switches with sufficient ratings may be used.

If cost is not an

important factor, a solid-state SCR switch array could be considered.
The storage current I

initially

flows through L , S , and S

and C^ is precharged to a voltage VQ.
into the barrel, C

(loop 1)

When the projectile is injected

discharges through the railgun (loop 2) to auto-

matically counterpulse the current in switch S2 to zero. With S^ open,
the current from

L

flows through S

and C

to drive the projectile

while also reversing the polarity of C,. When C. has been charged to a
voltage V^ and energy slightly greater than (1 + X)E ^
X = L2final^^l^' switch
counterpulse S.. off.
locity,

S^

is closed to bypass

and automatically

After the projectile has reached the desired ve-

the muzzle crowbar switch S, is closed to terminate the launch

acceleration.

The

circuit is then placed into the resonant energy re-

covery mode by closing switch S-.
current in L...

This allows

_ to zero and return the load

Zilna.1

as discussed earlier.

C.

to counterpulse the

inductive energy to L, ,
-L

By slightly delaying the closing of S. when

trapping the system energy in
voltage

C,

(where

L-,

the capacitor can be recharged to a

V_. and the entire circuit returned to its original

condition

(except for the energy imparted to the projectile).

Fig. 6-20.

Energy transfer circuit using the counterpulse
technique for recovery of the inductive energy
from a railgun load.
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An energy transfer and recovery circuit employing the overpulse
energy recovery technique is shown in Fig. 6-21,
IQ in L^ initially

flows

through

switch S^,

The storage current

If S

is a current-zero

switch, C-j^ must have sufficient initial stored energy to provide a
current counterpulse in S^ and a switch must be provided in series with
the capacitor.

For simplicity, however, S, is assumed to be a direct-

interruption switch and the capacitor does not need to have any initial
stored energy.

When the projectile has been injected into the railgun,

S^ is opened to force the

current to transfer into C

and the railgun.

The capacitor tracks the voltage of the railgun and must be sized so
that its energy at the final railgun voltage will be slightly greater
than that required by Eq. (6-59),

When the muzzle crowbar switch is

closed to terminate the projectile acceleration, the railgun circuit is
automatically placed into the resonant overpulse condition discussed
earlier.

The capacitor sets up an oscillation in the railgun, forcing

its current to double and then swing to zero.

Switch S

is then closed

to trap all the circuit energy in L.., returning the circuit to its
original condition (minus the projectile energy) and completing one
energy transfer and recovery cycle.
In both of these circuits, a current-zero type switch is needed
for the muzzle crowbar switch [97], The rod array TVG switch is an
excellent candidate for the muzzle switch because the energy recovery
cycle takes only a few milliseconds.

The capacitor, however, must be

able to store up to about 10 MJ at a few kV, requiring a capacitance
in the range of 1-10 F.

Although this is impractical with standard

ci:

Fig, 6-21.

Energy transfer circuit using the overpulse
technique for energy recovery from a railgun.
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capacitors, it should be feasible with a rotating electrical machine,
possibly of the type discussed in reference [98].
In addition to efficient

transfer circuits, repetitive opening

switches are also crucial elements
railgun systems.

to the operation of

repetitive

A rotary mechanical switch with an insulating slot

is the basis for a research and development effort by Bauer [14], As
an alternative method, the author of this dissertation first proposed
using the counterpulse technique for railgun switching in the fall of
1980,

The counterpulse technique reduces the demands to minimize the

stray inductances of the switch and load connections, with the advantage of returning the switch inductive energy back to the storage
coil, but it does depend on developing better current-zero switches.
Solid-state SCRs are feasible but generally impractical due to cost.
Additional switching methods will be discussed in the next chapter.

CHAPTER VII
OPERATIONAL POTENTIAL

The repetitive pulse circuits conceived and developed under the
research program for this dissertation are not inherently limited to
operation at the power levels and repetition rates that were demonstrated (100 MW and 5-7 kpps).

The potential for using these circuits

at much higher power levels in operational systems depends primarily
upon the development of opening switches with sufficient ratings.
For some requirements, solid-state thyristor or SCR switches can
be placed in a series-parallel combination to form a switch array with
a combined capability sufficient to meet the need.

This option is

attractive if factors such as lifetime are important but capital cost
is not,

A large switch array must be constructed carefully, allowing

for adequate safety margins for each switch regarding such parameters
as turn-on

di/dt, conduction

/ 1

dt, and turn-off

dv/dt.

Depending

upon the selection of the switches and how well they are matched, the
switch performance in an array must be derated to account for these
limits, with the performance penalty increasing as the total number of
switches increases [99].

The problems of high capital cost, unequal

voltage distribution and current sharing, unequal turn-on and turn-off
times, and the requirement for a large number of gate circuits are all
factors which combine to reduce the desirability of conventional solidstate switches for large-scale applications.
Until lifetime and reliability become the major considerations in
the design of operational systems, alternative switching methods that
are much less expensive should be investigated.

As already discussed,

in Chapter I, a current-zero type opening switch with excellent high
power,

high-repetition-rate

potential

is

the

rod

array

triggered

vacuum gap (RATVG) switch, developed by the General Electric Co, for
the Electric Power Research Institute (EPRI) for use in high-voltage
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transmission lines [78], The best RATVG switch constructed under the
EPRI research program was the Gl tube. Fig. 7-1.

The Gl tube conducted

an ac half-cycle current pulse of 150 kA (peak), interrupted at current
zero, and withstood a peak recovery voltage of 135 kV within 150 ys,
Eig, 7-2

[20], Both visual observations and records of arc voltage

waveforms confirmed that the arc in the rod array switches remained in
a diffuse mode at currents up to 240 kA,* probably because of the
large amount of surface area on the rods and the fact that the arcs
burn in a circumferential direction, parallel to the direction of the
self-magnetic field of the total switch current.

Because the arc

remained diffuse in the ac tests, similar performance is expected for
dc current interruption using the counterpulse technique.

Therefore,

such switches should give the repetitive pulse circuits developed in
the research program for this dissertation good potential for operating
at the 100-kA and 100-kV levels, with 1-kHz operation likely.

With an

output transformer, this would allow the production of currents in the
megampere range or the generation of voltages in the megavolt range.
Successful operation at these levels (a peak power of 10 GW) would
make inductive storage a serious contender for application in many of
the pulsed power systems of the future.
The use of a RATVG switch as a current-zero type opening switch
in railgun applications depends upon being able to upgrade its current
conduction capability while maintaining the arc in a diffuse mode.

An

increase of 5-10 times over its demonstrated capability of 240-kA must
be achieved but can reasonably be expected for several reasons. First,
the current level in previous tests was limited by the test facilities,
not the switches.

The actual current conduction capability and inter-

ruption limits of the Gl switch tube are still unknown.

Secondly, the

originators and developers of the rod array concept feel that increased
current capability can be achieved by simply adding more rods to the
structure,* such as in the periodic array switch [20]. Finally, the

*C. Goody and J. Rich of General Electric Co, Schnectady, NY,
personal communication, 1982.
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Fig, 7-1,

Schematic of type Gl RATVG switch [20],
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Fig. 7-2.

Waveforms of operation of the Gl tube
at the 150-kA and 135-kV levels [20],

amount of charge transferred by the rod array switch during the 240-kA
test is equivalent to passing 1,3 MA for about 1 ms, conditions reasonably close to the operating range of railguns.

Since it opens on a

current zero and uses a trigger system to turn on, the RATVG switch
operation is not

limited

to mechanical

time scales and very high

repetition rates should be possible.
The

RATVG

interruption

switch may

opening

switch

also

be able

[18],

By

to operate
applying

a

as

a direct-

magnetic

field
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transverse to the arc, the arc voltage and switch impedance can be
increased, forcing
impedance load.

the current

to

transfer

to a parallel, lower-

Transverse magnetic fields have produced arc voltages

of l-to-6 kV in vacuum interrupters [100],

An axial magnetic field

applied transverse to the circumferential arcs in a RATVG switch should
be able to do likewise.

Such a magnetic field could be produced rather

easily and effectively with a simple solenoid. For low impedance loads,
such as the initial impedance of a railgun, this method merits further
consideration, particularly if a complete interruption can be achieved
soon after the transfer.
force

the

For instance, a switch voltage of 4 kV could

transfer of 1 MA into a ,3-yH load in about 75 ys, with the

switch absorbing only about 150 kJ [101],
For applications where the current and voltage ratings of vacuum
switches are sufficient, but where high repetition rates and long conduction times are required, two choices are possible.

First, the

hybrid switch arrangement of a vacuum interrupter in parallel with a
triggered vacuum gap, as demonstrated in this research program (see
Chapter IV), can be used.

Second, if both the long-conduction-time

and high-repetition-rate features must be combined into one switch (to
save weight, for instance), a switch such as the triggered vacuum
interrupter. Fig, 7-3, might be pursued.

Such a switch was proposed

for pulsed power applications by Honig at the Tamarron opening switch
workshop in 1981 [52], and such devices have been built on an experimental basis by the vacuum interrupter manufacturers to study switch
behavior.

The contacts would be closed to provide low metal-to-metal

resistance during the long conduction times, then separated and the
switch counterpulsed to achieve the first interruption.

Subsequent

operation at high repetition rates would occur by using the trigger
system to reignite the arc and additional counterpulse operations to
extinguish it.
To achieve pulse compression, some applications may require an
intermediate

pulse-forming

network

(PFN)

[102]

and/or

magnetic

switching stages [103] between the inductive store and the load.
applications may

require

transformers

achieve voltage multiplication,

or Marx

capacitor

Other

banks

to

Capacitive loads are ideal for these
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Fig. 7-3,

repetitive pulse circuits.

Schematic of triggered vacuum
interrupter switch.

First, the load impedance is very small

during the transfer from the opening switch.

Second, by increasing the

load pulse duration as the current in the storage coil decreases, the
capacitor can always be charged to the same voltage (pulse-to-pulse).
If the capacitive load is really an intermediate PFN, then constant
magnitude pulses can be delivered to the final load even as the magnitude of the storage coil current decreases over a wide range, as shown
in Fig. 7-4.

The energy store can then be used effectively down to

10-25 % of its initial energy while the maximum repetition rate is
affected by only a factor of 2-3,
It is still too early to assess the full impact that the repetitive pulse technology just developed will have on future industrial
and defensive weapons applications.

The physics of most of the loads

has yet to be fully proven and this delays development of the required
prime power and conditioning systems.

Yet it is clear that many of

the weapons systems under consideration will require large amounts of
instantaneous electrical power and will have large energy storage requirements.

Many of these systems will require repetitive pulsed power
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Fig,

7-4,

Waveforms of storage coil current (upper
t r a c e ) , PFN charge voltage (middle trace),
and load current (lower t r a c e ) , showing
how constant magnitude output pulses can
be delivered to a load over a wide range
of storage currents using an intermediate
capacitive PFN,

at repetition rates ranging from 10 pps to 20-30 kpps.
performance

at

the

75-MW level and

its

potential

With its proven

to operate

at

the

100-kA and 100-kV levels and beyond, the technology of inductive energy
storage with repetitive transfer is a leading candidate to meet these
requirements

[104],

CHAPTER VIII
CONCLUSIONS

This research program successfully met all its major objectives.
Results of the program included:
energy

transfer and

opening

an increased understanding of the

switch

problems

for

Inductive

storage

systems; the development of new transfer circuits featuring high efficiency and simplicity; and a demonstration of this technology at high
power and high repetition rates.

Burst-mode operation at 75 MW and at

5 kpps with a 1-Q load proved the feasibility of using inductive energy
storage for high power pulse generation at high repetition rates.

The

newly-developed repetitive counterpulse and transfer circuits are capable of providing highly efficient current transfer to the load with
full current interruption achieved by the opening switch.

The circuits

also feature complete control (pulse-to-pulse) over the output pulse
initiation, duration, repetition rate, and, to some extent, risetime.
Load pulse risetimes faster than a microsecond are possible using pulse
compression with pulse forming networks, magnetic switching, or other
means.

The transfer circuits are not limited to driving resistive

loads; they can also be used to drive capacitive or inductive loads.
A detailed analysis of the switching and transfer process clearly
defined the advantages of using the counterpulse technique and currentzero switches over

the more

interruption switches.

conventional method

of using direct-

The transfer circuits have a high operational

efficiency, and output pulses with risetimes much faster than the total
counterpulse time can be achieved.

After the first pulse, the energy

required to effect the switching action (obtained from the counterpulse
capacitor) is supplied in a fast, efficient manner directly from the
main energy storage coil.

Therefore, the overall system design is

simplified significantly.
For high current, low Impedance loads, such as the repetitive
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railgun, new transfer circuits with

the capability

to

recover the

energy remaining in the load inductance after each pulse were Invented.
Since the load inductive energy is roughly equal to the projectile
energy, these new circuits will essentially double

the operational

efficiency that can be achieved during repetitive operation and greatly
enhance the feasibility of such systems.
The repetitive pulse techniques developed during this research
program permit a controlled fraction of the inductively stored energy
to be transferred in any one pulse so that many nearly-equal energy
pulses can be obtained from a large inductive energy store.

Rod array

triggered vacuum gap switches give these circuits upgrade potential to
the 10-GW, 100-kA levels—near those likely to be required by a number
of future applications.

It is still too early to assess the full

impact that this new repetitive pulse technology will have on future
pulsed power applications, but it is clear that systems designers are
now much closer to having the option to choose the benefits provided
by using inductive energy storage to produce repetitive, high power
pulses in various types of loads.
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APPENDIX A
EQUATIONS FOR THE RESISTIVE TRANSFER CIRCUIT

Purely Resistive Load
To analyze the resistive transfer circuit, discussed in Chapters I
and II, first consider the case where the load is purely resistive, as
shown in Fig, A-1,

The variation in opening switch resistance during

one transfer cycle is shown in

Fig, A-2, During transfer to the load,

the load current I .._ will depend on the load resistance R
and on
LOAD
LOAD
the OFF-state switch resistance RerTT-r^u ^y the classical current
bWi iCn

divider equation
W D ^ ^ ) = ^Ll^^^ f^SWITCn/^^SWITCH ^ ^OAD^^
= Ij^^(t)/(1 + Y)

(^"^^

,

(A-2)

where the load to switch resistance ratio Y is given by

^ " ^LOAD'^^SWITCH

*

^^"^^

and where I.-(t) is the instantaneous current flowing in the energy
storage coil L, , Now, I..,(t) can be written as

iLi(t) = lQexp(-t/T^)

,

(A-4)

where the exponential time constant T, is given by

^1 = 4/\oop-i

>

(*-"

and where IQ i s the i n i t i a l c u r r e n t in L^.

In Eq. (A-5),

Rrnrvp.i

t h e t o t a l r e s i s t a n c e around t h e discharge loop and i s given by
121

is
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j^nr>^
*•!

^AAA^
RcoiL

m
ki

1
kOAD^

R(t)Jr

Fig. A-1,

"LOAD

Resistive transfer c i r c u i t with
a purely r e s i s t i v e load.

RSWITCH

RSW-ON

•M-^

F i g . A-2.

V a r i a t i o n of s w i t c h
d u r i n g one t r a n s f e r

resistance
cycle.
(A-6)

\00P-1

^COIL "^ ^EFF

In Eq. (A-6),

R

is the resistance of the storage coil L^, and

C U J. Li

R _ _ i s t h e e f f e c t i v e l o a d r e s i s t a n c e of
Err
T h e r e f o r e , R^^p c a n be w r i t t e n a s

^FF "

^OAD^WITCH'^^^OAD

"^ ^WITCH

)

,

RTQAJ)

and Rg^^jTCH ^^

parallel.

(A-7)

(A-8)
= \OAD/(^^^>

•
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Substituting Eq. (A-4) into Eq. (A-2) gives the load current as

^LOAD^^^ = '^0[^^T>('^/'^l)]/a

+ Y) .

(A-9)

Now the energy in the storage coil during the load pulse is
E^(t) = 0.5L^l2^

.

(A-10)

Substituting Eq. (A-4) into Eq. (A-10) gives
E^(t) = 0.5L^[lQexp(-t/T^)]2
= 0.5L^I^exp(-2t/T^)

(A-11)
.

(A-12)

Now the initial energy E Q stored in L.. is

^0 = °-^^i^o

'

(^-^3)

so that Eq, (A-12) becomes
E^(t) = EQexp(-t/Tp)

,

(A-14)

where Tp i s t h e decay time constant of t h e c o i l

energy waveform during

t h e load pulse and i s given by
Tp = T ^ / 2

= ^l/2\oOP-l

(A-15)

•

<^-^^>

If the load pulse is time t in width, then the energy E

in the

storage coil at the end of the load pulse, from Eq, (A-14), will be

E^_p = E^(tp) = EQexp(-tp/Tp)
The loss in energy AE

.

(A-17)

from the storage coil L. during the load
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pulse then becomes

^1-P ° ^0 " EQexp(-tp/Tp)
= E Q [ 1 - exp(-tp/Tp)]

(A-18)
.

(A-19)

Because the same voltage appears across both the opening switch
and the load, the energy delivered to the load will follow the same
division as the current, Eq, (A-2), so that
E
= E
/(I + Y) .
LOAD
TRANS'^
^ ^f y

(A-20)

where FL„.„^ is the total energy transferred from the storage coil,
iRANS
Now the decrease in stored

energy

AE^_p during the load pulse is the

sum of the energy transferred to R^pp and the energy E^^^g dissipated in
^COIL' ^° ^^^^
^1-P " S I S "^ ^TRANS

•

Now, because the same current

^^"^^^
flows through both

R^^QJ^

^^^ ^FF»

the energy dissipated in the coil follows the same division as the
voltage between these elements, giving the coil dissipation E^^^ as

S I S = ^i-ptSoiL/(SoiL ^ S F F ) ] •

^^"''^

By defining the coil to effective load resistance ratio Z as

Z = R,
COIL'i\ EFF *

(A-23)

the energy dissipation in the coil, Eq. (A-22), becomes

S i s = ^i-p[z/(z + i)] .
Substituting Eq. (A-24) into Eq. (A-21) gives

(A-24)
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^ 1 13 = ^ 1 «[Z/(Z + 1)] + E
1-P
1-P^ ^
^•'
TRANS

.

('A-25)
vA Z D ;

Rearranging terms gives

AE, _[1 - Z/(Z + 1)] = E
1-pi
'V
yj
"^XRANS

.
*

/'A-9A^
(A-2b;

and finally

SRANS

= ^l-p[l/(l -^Z)]

,

(A.27)

Substituting Eq. (A-27) into Eq. (A-20) gives the load energy

ELOAD " ^l-pt^/(l + Y)][l/(1 + Z)]

.

(A-28)

Substituting Eq. (A-19) into Eq, (A-28) then gives the energy transferred to the load in terms of the initial stored energy and the load
pulse width as

S o A D " h^^

" exp(-tp/Tp)]/(l + Y)(l + Z)

.

(A-29)

At the end of the load pulse, the circuit returns to the storage
mode with R(t) falling back to the value

R„.. ^.. << R,-,.T^•
SW—ON
LOAD

The energy

Stored in the coil at the beginning of the storage time is the same as
E.._ , the energy stored at the end of the load pulse, Eq. (A-12),

In a

manner similar to the derivation of Eq. (A-14), the stored energy
waveform becomes
E^'(t') = E^_,pexp(-t'/Tg)

= EQexp(-tp/Tp)exp(-t'/Tg)

(A-30)

,

(A-31)

where the new time base t', beginning at t = tp, is given by

t' = t - tp

,

(A-32)
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and where the decay time constant Tg during the storage mode, in a
manner similar to the derivation of Eq. (A-16), is given by

^S " H/^SoOP-2 '

(A-33)

where

\oop-2 " S O I L "'"

^W-ON

*

(A-34)

At the end of the storage period, t' = t and the energy E^ „ left
b
1—S
in the coil can be calculated from Eq. (A-31) as
^1-S " S'^^S^ = EQexp(-tp/Tp)exp(-tg/Tg)
The loss in energy AE^^

.

(A-35)

from the coil during the storage mode is

^1-S = S-P - S-S

(^-36)

= EQexp(-tp/Tp) - EQexp(-tp/Tp)exp(-tg/Tg)

= EQexp(-tp/Tp)[l - exp(-tg/Tg)]

,

(A-37)

.

(A-38)

The total energy loss AE^, in the storage coil during one transfer
cycle,

therefore,

is

the sum of

the losses

during

the

load

pulse,

Eq, (A-19), and during the storage time, Eq, (A-38), and i s given by

^ L l " ^ 1 - P "^ ^ 1 - S

(A-39)

= EQ[1 - exp(-tp/Tp)] + EQexp(-tp/Tp)[l - exp(-tg/Tg)]

(A-40)

= EQ[1 - exp(-tp/Tp)exp(-tg/Tg)]

(A-41)

.

Substituting for EQ from Eq, (A-29) gives E

in terms of AE^^^^
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- exp(-tp/Tp)]

AELI[1

SOAD

~
(1 + Y)(l + Z)[l - exp(-tp/Tp)exp(-tg/Tg)]

so that

the operational

efficiency

,

TV of the resistive

(A-4 2)

transfer

circuit with a purely resistive load is given by
[1 - exp(-tp/Tp)]
T]^ =

.

(A-43)

(1 + Y)(l + Z)[l - exp(-tp/Tp)exp(-tg/Ts)]
For an ideal

circuit—as

Z ->• 0 and T„ -*• ^ ,

ROQTT

^^'^ ^SW-ON ^PP^o^<^^ zero—^we have

so that the ideal operational efficiency of the re-

sistive transfer circuit with a purely resistive load becomes
rij^ddeal) = 1/(1 + Y) .

(A-44)

The energy dissipated in the switch can easily be calculated for
this ideal case. The energy transferred to the load, Eq, (A-44), is

but, in the ideal case, we have
AE

= E
+ E
LI
LOAD
SWITCH

,
'

so that substituting for AE

(A-46)
in Eq, (A-45) from Eq, (A-46) gives

E
= (E.
+ E
)/(l + Y) ,
LOAD
^\OAD
SWITCH^'^
^

(A-47)

Rearranging terms gives
(1 + Y)E_
= E,
+ E
^
^\OAD
T.OAD
SWITCH

,

(A-48)

Finally, we have the switch dissipation Eg^j„Qj^(ideal) for the ideal
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case given by

Purely Inductive Load
In the resistive transfer circuit with a purely Inductive load.
Fig. 2-5,

initial

current I

storage coil L, and switch S, .

is assumed to be circulating through the
The coil has an initial

stored

energy

given by

E Q = 0.5L^I^

.

(A-50)

After switch S

opens, the current

transfers

resistor R and then to the load inductor L , with
current in L, and L2.

L

to the transfer
being the final

Analysis is made by using the principle of

conservation of flux before and after the opening of switch S-, so that

ipQ = \|ip , where

(A-51)

i^Q = L ^ I Q

(A-52)

, and

^F = hh •" hh

•

^""""^

Substituting Eqs. (A-52) and (A-53) into Eq. (A-51) gives

Solving for Ip gives

^F = Vi/<S ^ S)
= io/(i + s / s )

(A-55)

(A-56)

Now the final system current Ip is both the residual current in L^
and the peak

current

transferred to L2. Denoting Ip as I2 then gives
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the peak load current
I2 = IQ/(1 + X)

,

(A-57)

where the load/storage inductance ratio X is
X = L2/L^

.

(A-58)

Therefore, the current transfer ratio I^/I« is given by
I2/IQ = 1/(1 + X)

.

(A-59)

Now the energy E„ transferred to the load is given by
E2 = 0.5L2l^

,

(A-60)

so that substituting Eq. (A-57) into Eq (A-60) yields

E2 = 0,5L2[IQ/(1 +

X)]2

=

0.5L^IQ(L2/L^)/(1

=

EQX/(1

+ X)^

(A-61)

+ X)^

.

(A-62)
(A-63)

Therefore, the energy t r a n s f e r r a t i o E2/EQ i s
E2/EQ = X / ( l + X)^
The energy E

E, - 0.5^4

,

(A-6^)

remaining in the storage coil L^ is

(--">

Substituting Eq. (A-59) Into Eq. (A-66) gives the energy E^ remaining
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i n the s t o r a g e c o i l a s

S

= 0 - 5 L i [ V ( l + X)]2

(^.67)

= E Q / ( 1 + X)2

(^.^8)

,

and the r e s i d u a l energy r a t i o E . / E Q a s
E ^ / E Q = 1/(1 + X)2

.

(A-69)

The energy E^^ d i s s i p a t e d i n the r e s i s t o r i s

S =S - S - S
= EQ -

(A-70)

E Q / ( 1 + X ) ^ - EQX/(1 + X ) ^

(A-71)

= E Q [ 1 - ( 1 + X ) / ( l + X)^]

(A-72)

= E Q [ 1 - 1/(1 + X)]

(A-73)

=

EQX/(1

+ X)

,

.

(A-74)

Therefore, t h e r a t i o of d i s s i p a t e d to i n i t i a l l y stored energy i s
E^/EQ

= X / ( l + X)

.

(A-7 5)

Finally, the ratio of dissipated energy

EL

to transferred energy

E„, from Eqs. (A-64) and (A-75), is

\ ^ h

' t V ^ ^ ^ "^ X)]/[EQX/(1 + X)^]

(A-76)

= 1 + X

(A-77)

.

To determine the operational

efficiency

rw

of this circuit, one

must compare the energy E„ transferred to the load with the total
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energy, E2 + E^^, transferred from the storage coil, so that

\ = S^^S "^ S>
= 1/(1 + E^/E2)

(A-78)
,

(A-79)

Substituting for Ej^/E2 from Eq. (A-77) gives the operational efficiency
of the ideal resistive transfer circuit with a purely inductive load as
n^ = 1/(1 + 1 + X)

(A-80)

= 1/(2 + X)

(A-81)

.

APPENDIX B
EQUATIONS FOR THE CAPACITIVE TRANSFER CIRCUIT

Purely Inductive Load
In the capacitive transfer circuit, shown in Fig, 2-11, current IQ
is again assumed to be circulating through the storage coil L^ and
switch S^.

The initial stored energy in the coil is

(B-1)

S = ^-^^^o
After switch S

opens, the current transfers to the capacitor C

and then to the load L ,

Analysis is made by solving the circuit

equations for a time dependent solution using Laplace transform theory.
From the equivalent s-domain circuit. Fig. B-1, the s-domaln circuit
equations are

L ^ I Q = (sL^ + l/sC)I^(s) + (-l/sC)l2(s)

0 = (-l/sC)I^(s) + (SL2 + l/sC)l2(s)

, and

(B-2)

.

(B-3)

Current I « ( s ) can then be obtained using Cramer's Rule to give
l 2 ( s ) = A2/A

(B-4)

,

where the determinant A^ i s given by
sL

+ 1/sC

hh

(B-5)

^2 =
0

-1/sC
= L^IQ/SC

(B-6)

,
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Fig, B-1,

C i r c u i t diagram ( i n the s domain) of
capacitive transfer circuit
with
purely i n d u c t i v e load,

and where the determinant A i s given by
sL^ + 1/sC

-1/sC

A =

(B-7)
-1/sC

SL2 + 1/sC

= s S ^ L 2 + sL^/sC + SL2/SC + ( 1 / s C ) ^ - ( 1 / s C ) ^

(B-8)

= s •L^L2 + (L^ + L2)/C

(B-9)

,

S u b s t i t u t i n g Eqs. (B-6) and (B-9) i n t o Eq, (B-4) y i e l d s
l2(s) =

( L ^ I Q / S C ) / [ S L^L2

+

(L^

+ L2)/C]

(B-10)

Dividing the numerator and denominator by L L„ gives
l2(s) =

(IQ/SL2C)/(S^

+ (L^ + L2)/L^L2C) ,

Now the equivalent inductance L* of the parallel

(B-11)
combination of L, and

Lp can be expressed as

L* = L^L2^^^1 "^ h^

*

(B-12)
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while the characteristic frequency O) of the system is given by
0) = (1/L*C)^/^

.

(B-13)

Substituting Eqs, (B-12) and (B-13) into Eq. (B-11) gives
l2(s) = (lQL*/sL2)a)^/(s^ + (/)

,

(B-14)

Now, recognizing from Laplace transform theory [105] that
£"^ {w^/(s^ + u?)} = OBinfDt

,

(B-15)

,

(B-16)

and that

JC"^ {(1/S)F(S)}

=

/Q

f(t)dt

Eq. (B-14) for the load current can be written in the time domain as

l2(t) = (Io^*/^2^ •'^O ^i"^^^^

^^"^^^

= (lQL*/L2)[-cosa)t]Q
= (I L*/L2)(l - cosojt)

(B-18)
.

(B-19)

Now L*/L2, from Eq. (B-12), i s

L*/L2 = [\^2^(\

-^ h^^^h

= L^/(L^ + L2)

= 1/(1 + 12/^1^
= 1/(1 + X)

,

where X, the load to storage inductance ratio, is given by

^^"^°^
(^"21)
(B-22)

(^-23)

X = L2/L^
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(B-2 4)

.

Substituting Eq. (B-23) into Eq. (B-19) gives the load current as
l2(t) = IQ(1 - cosujt)/(l + X)

.

Now this function has a maximum at ujt =

(B-25)

TT,

where 1 -

COSTI

=2,

so that

the maximum current I^ is

h

= ^2(*>max = 2Io/(l + X) .

(B-26)

and the current transfer ratio lo/Ir. is
I2/IQ = 2/(1 + X)

.

(B-27)

The energy t r a n s f e r r e d to the load i s
E2 = 0,5L2l2

.

(B-28)

S u b s t i t u t i n g Eq, (B-26) i n t o Eq, (B-28) gives
E2 =

0,5L2{IQ2/(1

+ X)}^

=

0,5L^IQ(L2/L^)4/(1

=

EQ4X/(1

+ X)^

+ X)^

,

(B-29)
(B-30)
(B-31)

where EQ, the i n i t i a l energy stored i n L^, i s
E , = 0.51^1^

.

(B-32)

Therefore, the energy t r a n s f e r r a t i o E /E , from Eq, (B-31), i s
E2/EQ = 4X/(1 + X)^

,

(B-33)
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To find the energy handled by the capacitor during the transfer,
its voltage waveform must first be obtained. Using the fact that
V(,(t) - V^^Ct) = 4 f^ I^

.

and substituting for I2 from Eq, (B-25),

(B-34)
the capacitor voltage becomes

V^(t) = 1^2 1 7 ^ S ^ ^ " cosa)t)/(l + X)}

(B-35)

= L2lQ(a)slna)t)/(l + X) .

(B-36)

Now V (t) reaches a maximum at cut = 7r/2 (where sincot = 1) and is zero
again at cat = TT, SO that

\^ax = '^2 V<^ + ^) •

(^-">

The maximum energy E handled by the capacitor is
E

= 0.5CV^
C
C-max

,

(B-38)

so that substituting Eq. (B-37) into Eq, (B-38) gives
E^ = 0.5C(uiL^lQ)^/a + X)2

=

0,5L^IQC(L2/L^LC)/(1
:^C(L2/L^LC)/(1

=

EQ[(L^/LP(L^

2

+ X)^
X)^

. w.. , ^w,, +
^.N2
+. L2)/(L^L2)]/(1
X)

(B-39)

(B-40)
(B-41)

= E X(l + X)/(l + X)^

(B-42)

=

(B-A3)

EQX/(1

+ X)

,

and the capacitive energy ratio E^/EQ becomes
E^/EQ = X/(l + X)

,

(B-44)
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Finally,
energy E2 is

the ratio of the capacitive energy E to the transferred

V ^ 2 " t^o^/^^ "^ X)]/[EQ4X/(1 + X)^]
= (1 + X)/4

.

(B-45)
(B-46)

Now, to find the current I,(t) in the storage inductor, we use
the relation
Ij^(t) = lQ(t) + l2(t) , where

(B-47)

S^^) = ^ I F S

^^-^«>

•

Substituting for V (t) from Eq. (B-36) gives the capacitor current as
lQ(t) = C-j^ {L2lQ(a)sina)t)/(l + X)}

(B-49)

= lQL2C(a)^cosa)t)/(l + X)

(B-50)

= lQL2C(l/L*C)(cosa)t)/(l + X)

(B-51)

= lQ(L2/L*)(cosa)t)/(l + X) ,

(B-52)

Recalling from Eq. (B-23) that
L2/L* = 1 + X

,

(B-53)

and then substituting into Eq. (B-52) gives the time domain equation
for the capacitive current as
I^(t) = iQCOscot

,

(B-54)

Substituting Eqs, (B-54) and (B-25) into Eq, (B-47), the residual
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current I,(t) in the storage coil becomes

I^(t) = iQCoscot + IQ(1 - cosa)t)/(l + X)

(B-55)

= I Q [ ( 1 + X)cosa)t + 1 - c o s a ) t ] / ( l + X)

(B-56)

= I Q ( 1 + X c o s a ) t ) / ( l + X)

(B-57)

.

When the current in the load reaches a maximum, at cjt = IT, the residual current in the storage coil becomes

l^(T\/lxi)

= I Q ( 1 - X)/(l + X)

The energy E

,

(B-58)

left in the storage coil after the transfer is

E^ = 0.5L^I^(TT/a))

.

(B-59)

Substituting Eq, (B-58) into Eq. (B-59) gives

E^ = 0.5L3^I^{(1 - X)/(l + X)}^

= E Q ( 1 - X)^/(l + X ) ^

(B-60)

.

(B-61)

Now t h e sum of t h e t r a n s f e r r e d e n e r g y
E

a t time t =

E^ + E2 =

TT/O),

and t h e r e s i d u a l energy

u s i n g E q s . (B-31) and ( B - 6 1 ) , i s g i v e n a s

- X ) ^^ /"( :l ++ X)^
X)^ ++

EQ(1

E2

E Q 4 X / ( 1 -+

-^^
X)

(B-62)

.2 . , _ , , , . „^2
= E Q ( 1 - 2 X + X"^ + 4 X ) / ( 1 + X)

(B-63)

= E ( I + 2X + X ^ ) / ( l + X)^

(B-64)

= E Q ( 1 + X ) ^ / ( l + X)^

(2-65)

_ y
- ^0

(B-66)
»
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verifying that no energy is dissipated during the transfer cycle with
the ideal capacitive energy transfer circuit and an inductive load.

Predominantly Resistive Load
The first step in analyzing the counterpulse and transfer process
for the predominantly resistive load is to consider the energy flow
during the counterpulse process.
is reduced from I
pacitor,

As the current in the opening switch

to zero by the voltage of the counterpulse ca-

the switch

inductance

L_„___„ undergoes
bWliCn

a flux change Alp^,
^

given by
Alb = L
I
^^S
^SWITCH^O

(B-67)
•

The same voltage also acts on L
L

, as

seen

by

the

increase in flux Alp, in L

'^^l - ^*S = ^SWITCH^O
and the total flux

because it is in parallel with

counterpulse

capacitor.

Therefore, the

is given by

•

^^^^^Q-J,^

^^'"'^
in L^ will be
(B-69)

%-TOTAL

^1-INITIAL "*" ^^1
(B-70)
^•"•0 "*" ^SWITCH "^0

The current I-

in L^ when the switch current is zero is

(B-71)
^1-Z " ^1-TOTAL^S
- <'T T + L

- (4S

I )/L

(B-72)

^SWITCH^O^' 1

= (1 + Y)IQ

, where

(B-73)

(B-74)
^ " ^SWITCH'^S

•
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The energy E^

in L^ when the switch current is zero is

V z = ^-^S^^l-z)'

(B-73)

= 0.5L^I^(1 + Y)^

.

Now the initial energy E
EQ = O.SL^I^

(B-76)
in L

is given by

,

(B-77)

so that Eq. (B-75) becomes

Vz " S^^ "^ ^^^ •

^^"'^^^

Therefore, the increase in energy

ZyE.., . in L, during

the time

the opening switch current is brought to zero is

^Ll-A = S-Z " S

^^-^^>

= E Q ( 1 + Y)^ - EQ

(B-80)

= E (I + 2Y + Y^ - 1)

(B-81)

= EQY(2 + Y)

(B-82)

.

Recalling that the initial energy E^.g^iTCH ^^°^^^ ^^ ^SWITCH ^^^ given
by
E
= 0,5L
I^
L-SWITCH
SWITCH 0
= 0 5L T^rL

"•^^1^0^
= EQ.Y

(B-83)

/L )
SWITCH'^ ^1^

,

the increase in energy

(B-84)

(B-85)
AE

in the storage coil during the counter-
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pulse operation, Eq. (B-82), becomes

(B-86)

^Ll-A = (2 + Y)E^_ SWITCH
Output Pulse Characteristics

To determine the characteristics of the output pulse for the capacitive transfer circuit with a load isolation switch, the behavior
of the equivalent circuit at the instant the load isolation switch is
closed is considered.

At the instant the load switch S^, Fig, 2-16,

is closed, the storage coil has current I Q flowing and the counterpulse capacitor is charged to voltage VQ.

The load has both resistive

and

the time-dependent

inductive

components.

To determine

circuit

equations, the circuit is first reconstructed in the s domain using
Laplace transform theory, as shown in Fig, B-2.
s-domain

circuit, the corresponding

s-domain

From this equivalent

circuit

equations are

determined to be

L ^ I Q - VQ/S = (sL^ + l/sC)I^(s) + (-l/sC)l2(s)

VQ/S = (-l/sC)I^(s) + (R + SL2 + l/sC)l2(s)

where I, (s) and I^(s) are the mesh currents indicated.

(B-87)

(B-88)

Using Cramer's

rule, the load current l2(s) is obtained from

l2(s) = A2/A

(B-89)

,

where t h e d e t e r m i n a n t A2 i s

sL^ + 1/sC

L^IQ

-

VQ/S

(B-90)

^2 =

-1/sC

VQ/S

= (V / s ) ( s L ^ + 1/sC - 1/sC) +

Vi^Vi/^' >

L^^IQ/SC

(B-91)
(B-92)
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X..

F i g . B-2,

and t h e d e t e r m i n a n t

sL^ + 1/sC

E q u i v a l e n t s-domaln c i r c u i t diagram
of c a p a c i t i v e t r a n s f e r c i r c u i t a t t h e
i n s t a n t t h e load s w i t c h i s c l o s e d .

A is

-1/sC

A =

(B-93)
-1/sC

R + SL2 + 1/sC

s L^L2 + sRL^ + (L^ + L2)/C + R/sC + ( 1 / s C ) ^ - ( 1 / s C ) ^

(B-94)

s L^L2 + sRLj^ + (Lj^ + L2)/C + R/sC

(B-95)

.

S u b s t i t u t i n g E q s , (B-92) and (B-95) i n t o Eq, (B-89) y i e l d s

SS ^ ss/^^
(B-96)

l2(s) =
s L^L2 + sRL^ + (Lj^ + L2)/C + R/sC

S/^2 ^ ^O/^S^
(B-97)
s^ + SR/L2 + (Lj^ + L2)/Lj^L2C + R/sL^L2C
To simplify this expression, consider the last two terms in the
denominator.

The last term can be neglected if

s(L^ + L2) » R
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(B-98)

.

By using the system frequency O) in place of s in Eq, (B-98), we
obtain

a)(L-j^ + L2) » R

,

(B-99)

Now 0) = 2TTf = 2TT/T, SO t h a t Eq, (B-99) becomes

T/2TT «

(Lj^ + L2)/R

,

(B-lOO)

The term T/2Tr is roughly equal to the pulse risetime, implying
that the last term in the denominator of Eq, B-97 may be safely dropped
if the output pulse rise time is much less than the system decay time
constant, (L

+ L )/R.

Conditions other than this are not of much

interest for repetitive pulse operation anyway.
be further simplified by assuming

that

Equation (B-97) can

L2 « L^^,

This assumption is

justified because a load with inductance L2 on the order of L^ would
require only a transfer capacitor and no load isolation switch (a diode
at most) as discussed in the first section of Appendix B, Therefore,
in transfer circuits in which the counterpulse capacitor is recharged
before the load switch is closed, the load current l2(s) becomes

VQ/L2

+ IQ/SL2C

l2(s) =

.

(B-101)

s^ + sR/L + 1/1^2^
The form of Eq, (B-101) can be obtained in a more straightforward
manner by merely taking the limit of 12(5) in Eq, (B-97) as L^ -»- «>, Of
course, this is just the limit of the condition
dependent

solution

L^ » L2.

The time-

for l2(t) can be obtained from 12(3) by taking the

Inverse Laplace transformation of Eq, (B-101).

Before this can be

done, however, the denominator of Eq, (B-101) must be rewritten in
factored form.

The factors are obtained by solving for the roots of

the characteristic equation—the equation obtained when the denominator
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of Eq. (B-101) is set equal to zero
s

+ SR/L2 + I/L2C = 0

,

(B-102)

Completing the square gives

s

+ SR/L2 + (R/2L2)^ = -I/L2C + (R/2L2)^

,

(B-103)

and collecting terms yields
(s + R/2L2)^ = -I/L2C + (R/2L2)^

.

(B-104)

1/2
Taking the square root of both sides and defining j = +(-1)
gives
s = - R/2L2 ± {-I/L2C + (R/2L2)^}''"^^
= - R/2L2 ± j{l/L2C - (R/2L2)^}^^^

(B-105)
.

(B-106)

By recognizing the natural (undamped) system frequency di^ as
WQ = (1/L2C)^/^

,

(B-107)

and defining the damping factor a as
a = R/2L2

,

(B-108)

the roots of the characteristic equation, from Eq. (B-106), are
s = -a ±

J(COQ

- a^)^/^

= -a ± jo)^ ,

(B-109)
(B-110)

where the system frequency with damping is given as
CO, = (0)^ - (/)^^^
d
U

.

(B-111)
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There are three families of solutions to Eq. (B-101), depending
upon the magnitude of a versus COQ.
damped.

If a =

CJQ,

If a < CI)Q, the solutions are under-

they are critically damped.

Finally, if a > COQI

they are overdamped.
The underdamped case, where a < co^., is considered first.

Using

the results of Eqs. (B-110) and (B-111), Eq. (B-101) becomes

s^s ^ s/^s^
I^(s) ^

(B-112)
2
2
(s + a) +0),

= 12^(8) +

, where

I2B(S)

(B-113)

VQ/L2

I.,(s)

, and

(B-114)

.

(B-115)

2
2
(s + a) +0),
a
IQ/SL2C

I,^(s) =
^B

2

2

(s + a) +0),
From Laplace transform theory, we have
f^

[l/{(s + a)^ + (/}]

= (l/a))e"°'^sincjt

,

(B-116)

so that we can solve for '^2P^^^ ^^°™ ^^* (B"^^^) ^^

= (V„ML,)e'"*slnU3,t

.

(B-118)

Using the identity

r. fCt^dt
£r^"• rn/Q^Frs^i
[(1/S)F(S)] =
= SQ
f(t)dt

.,

(B-II9)
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and

the

results

of

Eq.

(B-116),

we

can

solve

for

l2B(t)

from

Eq. ( B - 1 1 5 ) a s

SB(^>

=^'^

II2B(^>^

(B-120)
t

—fYt

= (lQ/aj^L2C) SQ e
lQ[e

(-asincjjt

sino) t d t

(B-121)

- cOjCosoht) ]Q
(B-122)

a)^L2C(a^ + oj^)

lQ[e

-at

(-OsinWjt - co^cosoj^t) + co^]
(B-123)

From E q s . (B-107) and (B-111) we have
^ 2 ^ 2
2 ^ 2
2
a + 0 ) ^ = 01 + a ) Q - a

(B-124)

= %
= I/L2C

(B-125)
.

(B-126)

Therefore, substituting Eq, (B-126) into Eq. (B-123), we have

l 2 B ( t ) = (lQ/a)^)[e
Finally,

-Ott

(-osinccijt - cOjCoscOjt) + cOj]

.

s u b s t i t u t i n g E q s , (B-118) and (B-127) i n t o Eq,

the load c u r r e n t

(B-127)
(B-113)

gives

as

—nt
l 2 ( t ) = (VQ/c0jL2)e "* sincD^t +

(lQ/a)j)[e

-at

(-asincOjt - cOjCoscOjt) + cOj]

Now, by relating the voltage

V

,

(B-128)

on the capacitor to the "steady-
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state" load voltage IQR through the relation

VQ

=

,

KIQR

(B-129)

where K, Eq. (2-52), i s the charge factor of the capacitor,
equation for the current l 2 ( t ) can be simplified to the form

the

l 2 ( t ) = I Q [ 1 + (KR/c0jL2)e'"°'^sina)^t +
-(a/u), )sina),t - e
a d

—at
cosca^t]
a

,

(B-130)

Now R/2L2 = a, from Eq, (B-108), so that Eq, (B-130) i s
l 2 ( t ) = I Q [ 1 - e'^'^coscD^t + e""^(a/caj)(2K - DsincOjt]

,

(B-131)

Now, if we define the damping r a t i o D as
D = a/a)Q

,

(B-132)

then the a/oj, r a t i o i s
0/(0^ = a/(a)^ - ^V^

(B-133)

= (a/a)Q)/(l - ^^/i^y^

(B-134)

2a/2
= D/(l - D )

(B-135)

the term ca.t i s
a
'^d' = '^O^^d^'^O •
a,,t[(.,2.„2)l/2j/^^

(B-136)
(B-137)
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and t h e term at i s
a t = (a/u)Q)u)Qt
= Dc^Qt

(B-139)

,

(B-140)

Substituting the results of Eqs, (B-132) through (B-140) into
Eq. (B-131) gives the current l2(t) strictly in terms of K, D, and coQt
as
l2(t) = IQ{1 + [D(2K - 1)/(1 - D2)^/2jg-Da)Qtg^^j^^^^ _ 1)2)1/2^ ^

-e"^S^cos[cDQt(l - D^)^/^]} ,

(B-141)

As a check to the solution of Eq, (B-141), consider the case for
zero damping (that is, for a = 0), In that case, D = 0 and Eq, (B-141)
reduces to

which agrees with the solution obtained previously, Eq. (B-25), for the
capacitive transfer circuit as X -• 0,
In the critically damped case, where a = OJL, Eq, (B-101) becomes

.

VQ/L2

+ IQ/SL2C

I,(s)

.

(B-143)

2
(s + a)
This can be written as two parts

l2(s) = l2c(s) + ^20^^^

»

^^"^'^''^

where
l2c(s) =

(VQ/L2)/(S

+ a)^ ,

(B-145)
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and where

^2D^®^ =

(IQ/SL2C)/(S

+ a)^ .

(B-146)

From Laplace transform theory, we have
f-^

[l/(s + a)^] = te""°^

,

(B-147)

so that we can solve for lpp(t) from Eq, (B-145) as

l2c(t) = £~^ t^2C^^^^
= (VQ/L2)te"'^^

(B-148)
,

(B-149)

Using the results of Eqs, (B-119) and (B-149), Eq, (B-146) becomes

I,n(t) = JC"^ [l9n(«)]
•2D^ '
i
I-2D

(B-150)

at
= (IQ/L2C) /rtQ t. e - ^^dt

(B-151)

= (lQ/L2C)[e"°''(-at - D/a^l

(B-152)

= (lQ/L2Ca2)(l - e"^^ - a t e " ^ ' ^

,

(B-153)

At c r i t i c a l damping, however.
(B-154)

a = a)„
0
= (l/L2C)^/2

^

(B-155)

so that Eq, (B-153) becomes
I^^(t) =

IQCI

- e-«' - ate-«)

.

(B-156)

Finally, substituting Eq, (B-149) and (B-156) into Eq, (B-144) gives
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the load current as
l2(t) = (VQ/L2)te-"^ + IQ(1 - e"^^ - ate"^^

.

(B-157)

Using the charge factor K in Eq, (B-157) gives the critically damped
load current as

^2^^) = S^^ " ^"'°'^ "^ (^/S

" «)^^"°'^] •

(B-158)

Simplifying the last term gives
KR/L2 - a = KR/L2 - R/2L2

(B-159)

= (R/2L2)(2K - 1)

(B-160)

= a(2K - 1)

(B-161)

,

so that Eq. (B-158) becomes
l2(t) = IQ[1 - e"^'^ + a(2K - l)te"°'^] .

(B-162)

Replacing a with co^. gives the critically damped load current as
l2(t) = IQ[1 - e~^0^ + (2K - l)a)Qte~^0^] .

(B-163)

In the overdamped case, where a > to., Eq, (B-101) for I becomes

s/s ^ s/^s^
I (s) =

(B-164)
(s + a)

=
where

I2E(S)

2

2

- (jjy

+ l2p(s)

,

(B-165)

SE^^)

=

(VQ/L2)/[(S

+ a)2 - 0,2]

SF^^)

=

(IQ/SL2C)/[(S
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(B-166)

,

+ a)2 - u)^]

,

(B_167)

and where the "hyperbolic frequency" co^ is defined as
\

= (a^ - 0)2)1/2

^

^^_^^^^

From Laplace transform theory, we have

£~

U / [ ( S + a)2 - 0)^]} = (l/oj^)e~°'%inha^t

,

(B-169)

so that we can solve for l2^(t) from Eq, (B-166) as
l2A(t) =£-1 [l2gCs)]

" ^^0^\^2^^

(B-170)

^ sinhu^t

.

(B-171)

Again using the identity of Eq, (B-119) and the results of Eq, (B-171),
we can solve for

SB^^^

I2B(*^)

from Eq, (B-167) as

= ST^ [l2F^^^^

=

(IQ/WJ^L2C)

-at
lQ[e

(B-172)

t —at
SQ e
sinha^tdt

(B-173)

t
(-osinhoj^t - oj^coshoj^t) ]Q
(B-174)
2
cajjL2C(a

lQ[e

-at

2
- cojj)

(-osinhoijt

- aucoshojut) + Oijj]

(B-175)
2
C0jjL2C(a

2
- cojj)

To simplify the denominator of Eq, (B-175), we use Eqs. (B-107) and
(B-168) to yield
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n.2

2

2

" ^ = a

2
-a

2
+a)Q

(B-176)

= <^0

(B-177)

= l^S^ •

(B-178)

Therefore, substituting Eq. (B-178) into Eq. (B-175), we have

l2B(t) = I Q { 1 - e

[(a/a^)sinhci^t +coshcHjt]}

.

(B-179)

Finally, substituting Eqs, (B-171) and (B-179) into Eq, (B-165) gives
l2(t) = (VQ/ajjjL2)e"°'^sinha)yt +
IQ{1 - e

Using

—at

[(a/a]^)sinha3^t + coshu^t]}

.

(B-180)

the charge factor in Eq. (B-180) gives the overdamped

load

current as

l2(t) = I Q [ 1 - e ^'^^coshcj^t + (KR/ia^L^ - a/a^)e~°'^sinha]^t ]

,

(B-181)

Now, from Eq, (B-161),

KR/L2 - a = a(2K - 1)

,

(B-182)

so that Eq, (B-181) becomes

l2(t) = I Q [ 1 + (a/(i]^)(2K - l)e"°'^sinha^t - e'^'^cosho^t ] .

(B-183)

Note the similarity between Eq. (B-183) for the overdamped case
with Eq. (B-131) for the underdamped case.

This is an expected result,

with the hyperbolic functions merely replacing the standard sinusoidal
functions (with the hyperbolic "frequency" replacing the normal system
frequency).
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Risetime
In the capacitive transfer circuit with a load isolation switch
and

a current-zero

type counterpulse

switch, the

output

pulse

is

clipped at the same level of current as is flowing in the storage coil,
as discussed in Chapter II.

Therefore, the risetime of the output

pulse can be determined from Eqs, (B-131), (B-163), and (B-183) by
finding the time when

l2(t) = IQ

.

(B-184)

For the underdamped case (a < COQ) , Eq, (B-131), this gives

I Q [ 1 - e"°*^cosa)jt + e"°*( a/o)^) (2K - l)sina)jt] = IQ

,

(B-185)

—at
Collecting terms, rearranging, and dividing by e
yields

(o/co )(2K - l)sina) t = coscj^t

.

(B-18 6)

Dividing by cosco.t and rearranging yields

sino) t/cosco^t = tanco^t = a)^/[a(2K - 1)]

.

(B-187)

Taking the inverse tangent of both sides gives

uiX = tan"Sa),/[a(2K - 1)] }
d
a

.

(B-188)

After dividing both sides of Eq. (B-188) by co^, the 0-100 per cent
risetime for the underdamped case (defined as t = t^^^) is given by

t«TT = (l/a)Jtan'l{(a,,/[a(2K - 1)]}
RU
a
a

.

(B-189)

For the case with zero damping, a = 0 and co^ = COQ, so that the risetime
t
for the undamped case, from Eq, (B-189) , is
RZ

t ^ = ./2.o .

<-^^°^
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Normalizing with respect to the zero-damped risetime, the risetime
for the underdamped case becomes

^RU^^RZ " (2a)Q/TTa)^)tan"-^{o)^/[a(2K - 1)]}

,

(B-191)

For the critically damped case (a = 0)^,), Eq, (B-163) and the con^0
d i t i o n t h a t I ^2((tt) = II ^Q give
IQ[1 - e " V

+ (2K - DcOQte V ]

= IQ

.

(B-192)

C o l l e c t i n g terms, r e a r r a n g i n g , and d i v i d i n g by e
(2K - DcoQt = 1

yields

,

(B-193)

so that the 0-100 percent risetime for the critically damped case,
defined as t = t-.„, is

S K " 1/1^2^ "1^^

•

(B-194)

The normalized risetime for the critically damped case then becomes
W ^ R Z = 2/[Tr(2K - 1)]

,

For the overdamped case

(B-195)
( a > CL)Q) ,

Eq, (B-183)

and the condition

t h a t l 2 ( t ) = I Q give
I [1 + (a/a:^)(2K - l)e'°'^sinhci^t - e " " coshoj^t ] = IQ
C o l l e c t i n g t e r m s , r e a r r a n g i n g , and d i v i d i n g by e
(a/a)jj)(2K - DsinhtOj^t = coshco^^t

.

-at

,

(B-196)

yields
(B-197)

Dividing by cosha)„t and r e a r r a n g i n g terms y i e l d s
sinha)^t/cosho)jjt = tanho)j^t = cOj^/[a( 2K - 1) ]

.

(B-198)
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Taking the inverse hyperbolic tangent of both sides gives

a)yt = tanh"l{o)j^/[a(2K - 1)]}

.

(B-199)

Finally, the 0-100 percent risetime for the overdamped case, defined
as t = t^Q, is

t^Q = (l/a)^)tanh"l{o>jj/[a(2K - 1)]}

,

(B-200)

The normalized risetime for the overdamped case then becomes

So^^RZ = (2a)Q/TTa)jj)tanh"SVt°^^2K - 1)]}

,

(B-201)
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DUAL 30 kA, KVDC INTERRUPTER TEST FACILITY"
B. y . Honig
Los Aluioa Scientific Laboratory
of the
University of California
Los Alamos, New Mexico STSMS
•Work performed under the auspices of Departaent of Energy.
•^"BiarY
A facility to teat the capability of switches to
interrupt or break dc currents has been operational at
LASL for several years.''^ The original facility was
upgraded to achieve interruption currents up to 30 kA.'
A nearly duplicate facility has now been installed. The
dual
test facility allows Independent or parallel
operation with a combined capability of 60 kA.
This
paper will describe the construction, operation, and
performance of the facilities.
Simplified Test Circuit and Operation
Figure 1 shows a simplified circuit diagram of each
of the interrupter facilities.
Figure 2 shows the
current and voltage waveforms and contact separation (S)
of the test switch, typically a vacuum Interrupter, VI.
Also shown are the closing times of the various switches
in the test facility.
A test sequence begins by
charging storage capacitor bank Cl and counterpulse
capacitor bank C2 to predetermined voltages of opposite
polarity while switches SI through St are open.
The
test current through storage coll LI and test switch VI
is initiated by closing switch SI. LI and C1 form an LC
circuit.
When the peak current , Imax, is reached,
switch S2 closes automatically to crowbar or shunt
capacitor Cl. This creates an exponentially decaying LR
circuit involving LI and the total loop resistance. The
test current decays slowly enough to allow switch VI to
open while its current is still a large percentage of
Imax.
To achieve interruption the switch current must

I

C| =r

fig. 1.

^2/

=P c.

Simplified circuit diagram of
interrupter test facility.

be driven through zero after the switch contacts have
opened sufficiently to withstand the peak recovery
voltage. This is done by closing switch S3 to connect
the counterpulse bank across switch VI and saturable
reactor L2. Closing S3 creates an LC circuit which
Includes
C2
and the stray inductance around the
counterpulse loop. The current in the interrupter is
driven rapidly toward zero until L2 comes out of
saturation to hold the current near zero.
After
interruption LI and C2 form an oscillating LC circuit
with the energy stored in LI being transferred to C2,
charging it to a peak voltage, Vmax. This voltage, is
also the peak recovery voltage
the
switch
must
withstand. After the energy is transferred from C2 back
into LI, switch SU is closed to dissipate the energy in
Rl. This completes the test sequence.
Two types of switch failures are observed. If
switch VI fails to Interrupt, the current it conducts is
the sum of the damped, oscillatory counterpulse current
and the exponentially decaying test current.
Peak
currents of 2 Imax occur. Switch VI can also fall by
restrlking at some time after interruption. The switch
then carries currents up to 10 Imax when capacitor C2
discharges through the low-inductance counterpulse loop.
The energy dumped into the switch during a failure is
limited to the total energy initially
stored
in
capacitors Cl and C2 (about 300 kJ for a single
tacility). No unusual or catastrophic damage to the
vacuum interrupter during either type of failure has
been observed.
Actual Teat Circuit
A detailed circuit diagram of the interrupter test
facility is shown in Fig. 3, while photographs of the
facilities are shown in Figs. 4 and 5. Capacitor banks
C1 and t2 are charged with constant current power
supplies (shown in Fig. 5) at rates up to 500 mA and 200
ffiA, respectively.
Charging
is
done
through
copper-sulfate
charging resistors BC1 and RC2 and
"disconnect" vacuu.ii switches, Jl and J3. The "shorting"
vacuum switches, J2 and Jl, allow safe discharge of the
capacitor banks through the charging resistors
if
required. The disconnect switches are opened during the
test sequence to isolate the power supplies from high
transient voltages, tor safety reasons, shorting balls
SL1 and Sh2 are used to Insure that capacitor banks Cl
and C2 remain at zero voltage except during the charging
and firing sequences.

i.v.s
na

Fig. 2.

Current and voltage waveforms and
contact separation of test switch.

Fig. 3.

Detailed circuit diagram of
interrupter test facility.
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Fig. 4.

Interrupter test facility "B".

The storage capacitor bank, Cl, (the lower bank in
Figs. 4 and 5) consists of 96 each 15-MF, 20-kV, 3-kJ
capacitors connected in parallel for a total of 286 kJ
and 1440 M F . The counterpulse capacitor bank, C2, (the
upper bank in Figs. 4 and 5) consists of 60 such
capacitors for a total of 180 kJ. The counterpulse bank
can be connected in various series/parallel combinations
to give 900 M F , 225 M F , or 100 MF at 20 kV, 40 kV, or
60 kV, respectively.
Since
the
cases
of
these
capacitors may reach 40 kV, fiber-glass capacitor racks
are used to prevent voltage breakdown problems.
Size D ignitrons are used for switches SI, S2, and
S4 while a size A ignitron is sufficient for S3. As
shown in Fig. 6, a single ignitron is sufficient for SI
while two ignitrons in series are used for S2 to prevent
prefiring of the crowbar.
Figure 7 shows switch S4
which
uses
four ignitrons arranged in series to
withstand the peak switch recovery voltages up to 60 kV.
Storage coll LI, consists cf three to eight series
connected coil sections, shown individually in Fig. 8.
Each section has an inductance of 35 nH and a resistance
of 200 m n .
Figure 5 shows the coil as usually
configured with four sections. The total inductance of
LI in this configuration is 0.18 mH.
Two types of saturable reactors used for L2 are
shown in Fig. 9. Both consist of a stack of 0.1-ram
thick tape wound iron cores with a total volt-second
rating of 0.05. The cores in the stack on the right are
continuous tape wound while those on the left are split
to allow an adjustable gap.
Switch VI, the breaker under test, usually consists
of a vacuum interrupter "bottle" and actuator as shown
in Fig. 10.
The vacuum interrupter
has
metallic
contacts which open and arc in vacuum until extinguished
by a current zero.
An RC "snubber" circuit consisting of Ry and C„ is
sometimes placed across switch VI to control voltage
transients immediately after interruption.
Figure 11 shows the voltage probe and current
viewing resistors (CVRs) used during switch testing.

Fig. 5.

Interrupter test facility "A".

JSUi

Fig. 6.

Switch S2 (left) and SI (right).
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Fig. 9.

Fig. 7.

Two types of saturable reactors.

Switch S4.

Fig. 10. Vacuum interrupter and actuator.

Fig. 8.

Storage coll section.
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Fig. 11.

Voltage probe and current viewing
resistors (CVRs).

The voltage probe is a low-inductance, 50-kfi, 2000:1
voltage divider.
The CVRs are low-inductance, 500-W,
250-Mn resistors. The copper plate on which the CVRs
are mounted is the common ground point for the system.
Control
Safety and reliability were special considerations
taken into account during design and construction of the
facilities.
Safety to the operator is enhanced by
automatic interlocks and grounding devices, automatic
control
operation,
and
physical
separation
and
electrical isolation of control equipment from high
voltage equipment. Reliability is enhanced by reduction
of electrical pickup through the use of single point
grounding
and
optical
and pneumatic coupling of
controls.
The control cabinets for both facilities, the
drivers
for
the
actuators,
and
the
digital
oscilloscopes, which monitor voltages and currents, are
shown in Fig. 12. Several chassis provide control of
the interrupter facility.
These
can
be
divided
functionally
into two groups.
Control during the
prefire sequence is provided by the top three chasis the interlock chassis, the power controller chassis, and
the master controller chassis.
Control durin? the
firing
sequence is provided by the test sequence
controller chassis and the trigger delay generator
chassis.
The interlock chassis allows system operation only
if certain conditions are met, such as doors closed,
breaker closed, etc.
The power controller chassis
provides control for the power supplies and safety
devices to allow charging of the capacitor banks to
preset voltages. Charging voltages and currents can be
monitored while automatic overvolt protection and manual
scram are provided.
The master controller chassis
contains
a
timer/programmer
to operate the power
controller and reset the breaker and oscilloscopes,
another timer to provide delay between tests, and a
counter to record the number of tests.
It also has
provision to allow automatic or manual initiation of the
firing sequence once the capacitor banks are charged.
lhe
test
sequence
controller chassis contains a
timer/programmer to provide facility control during the
firing sequence. It insures that the power supplies are
turned OFf and are disconnected before the test, fires
the
trigger
delay
generator, and discharges the
capacitor banks of any residual energy after each test.
The trigger delay generator chassis triggers the
oscilloscopes and driver for the breaker actuator and
fires the pulsers which trigger SI through S4 at the
proper times. Separate pulser units are used to provide
the large trigger voltages for the ignitrons while a
special driver chassis is needed to power the breaker
actuator.

Fig. 12.

Control and diagnostic equipment.

A digital trigger delay generator with electrical
and optical outputs is being built to replace the
present delay generators. Fiber-optic coupling between
the delay generator and ignitron puljers will help
prevent false triirgering of the pulsers and will isolate
the control equipment from high voltages which "lipht
occur during fault conditions.
Optical couplirp will
also be used to provide signals to the power controller
meters which monitor the charging voltage and current
using voltage to freouency and freouency to voltage
converters.
A pneumatic system is
used
tc
couple
the
controllers
to the power supplies, disconnect and
shorting vacuuai switches, and shorting balls. Like the
fiber-optic lines, the polyethylene pneumatic line are
used to provide high
voltage
isolation
of
the
controllers.
lhe
digital
oscilloscopes
provide sufficient
resolution to allow observation of such things as bridge
point voltage, arcing voltage, snubber circuit and
saturable reactor effects, etc. V,hile they are similar
to conventional storage oscilloscopes, they can also be
interfaced with a desk-top calculator, tape recorder, or
X-i plotter.

Pgrfori^apg^ cn^rgcterigtig?
When the facility is connected so that Cl is 1440
at 20 kV, C2 is 100 ^F at 60 kV, and LI is 0.18 TIH
with four sections in series, the current and voltage
waveforms of Fig. 2 have the following characteristics.
After SI is closed, the time to peak current in VI is
about 0.8 ms. With C1 charged to 18 kV a peak test
current of 50 kA is possible. After S2 is closed, the
current decays with an L/F time constant of about 100
ms.
The actual interruption current is usually 70 to
80J of the peak current due to losses in the coil,
ignitrons, and interrupter during typical switch opening
times of 3 to 4 ms. After S3 is closed, the switch
current is counterpulsed to zero in 20 M S . With a
standard saturable reactor and a stray inductance around
the counterpulse loop of about 6 M H , a counterpulse
current of 30 kA can be achieved when the counterpulse
bank is charged between 12 kV and 18 kV. The current is
held near zero for about 20 M S by a "standard" saturable
reactor
of
a
0.08
volt-second
rating.
After
interruption
the
time
to
peak
voltage on the
counterpulse bank is about 210 M S . After closing S4 the
final energy dump into Rl is completed in a fraction of
a millisecond.
MF
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A number of tests were made using three coil
sectons to achieve peak currents as high as 60 kA and
interruption currents of 37 kA. These resulted in some
damage to the epoxy structure of the coil sections. To
prevent further damage, the facility Is no longer
operated
above
peak test currents of 40 kA and
interruption currents of 30 kA.
The facility has been used for several thousand
tests
of vacuum interrupters of various size and
manufacture during the last two years.
Many of these
tests were conducted at a repetition rate of one test
per minute. This repetition rate allows reliability and
life testing to be accomplished in a reasonable period
cf time. Some of the test parameters which can be
varied are test and counterpulse current, recovery
voltage, event
timing,
saturable
reactance,
and
repetition rate. Results of the vacuum interrupter test
program are discussed by R. W. Warren in a companion
paper.
Parallel Operation
Interruption currents as high as 60 kA can be
achieved by connecting the two facilities in parallel.
While this can be accomplished in various ways, the most
desirable method for test purposes is shown in Fig. 13.
This method allows independent charging and triggering
of the storage and counterpulse capacitor banks of both
facilities.
Only two connections are required. First,
the CVR ground plates are tied together to achieve a
common system ground.
Secondly, the facilities are
paralleled by connecting the base of the two saturable
reactors
together.
With
this
arrangement, both
facilities feed current to the switch independently with
the total test current being the sum of the two
individual test currents. Interruption is achieved when
the switch current is driven to zero and held there by
the combined action of the counterpulse banks and
saturable reactors of both facilities.
Conclusions
Construction of a dual interrupter test facility
with 30-kA, 60-kV independent operation or 60-kA, 60-kV
parallel operation has been completed. These facilities
can now be used to provide new test data on switch
reliability and life as well as performance of switches
in series and parallel, axial field switches, hybrid
switches, and other high-current Interrupters.
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Connections for parallel operation
of facilities.
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APPENDIX D
COMPUTER PROGRAMS
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Program Number 1

1 <rg~i) inductivelu'drlven railgun
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
29
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
38
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
48
41
42
43
44
45
46
47
48
49
58
51
52
53

v« 1 e pe«5e-7
pe 1
tpd • initial coil currant (naganpa)
11 1 2 pl,5a-7
pl 5a-6
:kpl • atoraga coil inductance (henriaa)
al 2 8 u(p20-tiiie)
p2e 9
tawitcK al opena at time t • pSO
12 2 3 x8,le-15
x8-p2'i-(p3«xe)
p2 la-15
p3 .5a-6
X12 • inatantaneoua gun inductance
tp2 • initial gun inductance (henriea)
tp3 • gun inductance (henriea/neter)
r2 3 e x9
x9-p44-(p5«xe)
p4 le-15
p5 .10-3
tr2 • inatantaneoua gun reaiatance
Xp4 " initial gun reaiatance (ohma)
Xp5 • gun reaiatance (ohma/neter)
pie 1
Xpie • bullet naaa (kilograna)
x2-4'.5i:p3Xx3/pie
x3"(i(l2))X«2
tx2 • acceleration of projectile (eetera/aecond-aquarad)
x'l-x2
txl • velocity of projectile (netera/aecond)
x'8-xl
<x8 " poaition of projectile (netera)
xl8-4>.5l:piei:xU«2
txl8 • kinetic energy of projectile (nega-joulea)
iiaxatep"18e~6
data
page 68 38
treference conatant-current caae; xl8"588kj at 2m in Ams.
atatel
tine 8 (99) 4.9e-3
tpi 5e-6 188e-6
print i(ll)
print i(l2)
print n(2)
print e(ll)
print e(l2)
print xld
print x2
print xl
print x8
print xl va x8
end
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Program Number 2
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
18
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
28
21
22
23
24

trg-cb| variable current railgun; breech crowbar at 5 ma
ti«2ffla« m"lkg* v«3km/a* l/tii»«3e-6, crowbar at 5ma
v8 1 8 p8«le-6
p8 28
tinitial current * p8/le-5
11 1 2 pl«9e-6
pl lll.le-6
tpi • atorage inductance
XUl.luh-Seenij
al 2 8 u(-time)'i>u(tine-5e-3)
12 2 8 x8»le-9
x8*p2'i>(p3l:x8)
p2 le-12
p3 .3e-6
tp2 * initial load inductance
tp3 " gun inductance per meter
r2 3 8 x9
x9-p4>(p5<x8)
p4 le-12
p5 2e-5
tp4 « initial load reaiatance
tp5 • gun reaiatance per meter
Xpl8 * bullet maaa in kg
pl8 1

25 txB • a c c e l e r a t i o n
26 x2-'t>.5tp3tx3/pl8
27
28
29
38
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
48
41
42
43
44
45
46
47
48
49
58

x3'(i(l2))XX2
txl - velocity
x'l«x2
1x8 • poaition
x'8«xl
<xl8 • kinetic energy
xl8-'f.5«pl8i:xU«2
x28-x8/7.41
tx2^ > normalized poaition
x38-e(l2)/4.5e6
tx3d * normalized energy
x40-x38+(xl8/4.273e6)
«x48 • inductive plua kinetic energy
maxatep"18e-6
data
page 68 38
atatel
time 8 (99) 16e-3
print x8
print e(12)
print xl8
print x38 va x28
print x48 va x28
end

